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Introduction

This report is the deliverable 2.2 in the GET project, and constitutes the last review of
Get on Track service model and its related outcomes.

This deliverable starts with a recap of the service objectives and provides a review of
the service set up and execution for the whole project lifetime.

The report lists the targeted actors and the activities undertaken. It includes details of
the methodology and execution of all events and activities, together with the
communication efforts.

The document also incorporates the main lessons learnt as well as feedback
received, assesses and quantifies the project outcomes in the form of KPIs and
reveals the sustainability actions planned after project closure.

This deliverable was compiled by Forum Virium Helsinki, the WP leader for WP2: Get
on Track.
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1. 

Get on Track 

service: objectives 

and description

OBJECTIVES as in proposal

• Support early-stage eHealth companies, start-ups and entrepreneurs to
optimize their business model and commercialization strategy.

• Organize 4 events with a selection of early-stage companies, start-ups and
entrepreneurs.

• Follow up the companies’ progress and provide periodic support to facilitate
their development and growth.

New OBJECTIVES

The implementation of the service has resulted in the definition of additional
objectives that should be taken into consideration in order to achieve successful
results

• Support larger number of eHealth entrepreneurs with online resources

• Produce a practical eHealth business manual

• Share lessons learned by experienced eHealth entrepreneur interviews

• Ensure that entrepreneurs get sufficient support also outside of the events

1.1 Objectives
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1. 

Get on Track 

service: objectives 

and description

1.2 Service Description

The Get on Track service aimed to support early stage companies to optimize their
business model and commercialization strategy. The service targeted startups,
early-stage companies and entrepreneurs. The service was designed to
communicate existing knowledge of eHealth experts and share cumulated
experience of successful eHealth entrepreneurs to early stage companies.

The companies were reached through different methods. Based on the original
project plan, there were a number of events where entrepreneurs and startups
were given an opportunity to pitch their business idea and receive feedback from
experienced professionals and peers. In addition, throughout the project lifecycle
all interested companies and individuals were provided personalized coaching on
the given subjects – solution, team, markets, business model, legal issues and
execution. More generic information to larger communities was provided online
where the partners created a hands-on manual for entrepreneurs who are only
accessing the eHealth market and are seeking advice on business modeling.
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2. 

Service set-up

2.1 Stakeholders Identification

In order to implement the service, Get on track addresses stakeholders two main
categories of stakeholders.

1. Entrepreneurs, start-ups, and early stage companies entering eHealth market

2. Experienced professionals from various background. These experts include
persons with different kind of background from e.g. healthcare, ICT, law and
insurance, but also venture capitalists and investors.

The primary stakeholder group contains the “target group” of the activities, thus
the entrepreneurs and companies to whom the project is offering new services
and insight. The recruitment criteria for these companies is presented in chapter
2.2.

The second stakeholder group consisted of the professionals and experts providing
business coaching for the companies of the primary stakeholder group. The
project crew put a lot of effort in scanning and finding the best experts for the job,
taking into account their professional background and commitment to support
early stage eHealth companies.

The second category experts also acted as moderators in the project’s coaching
events. There they served on the basis of their expertise either as business
moderators, or clinical moderators providing insights from the viewpoint of their
specific industry know-how.
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2.

Service set-up

2.2 Recruiting Criteria

The project crew planned and introduced two different recruitment strategies for the two

stakeholder groups due to the very different nature of the target groups. The strategy

covered the recruiting criteria, and the method and channels to reach the relevant parties.

Below the recruiting criteria is briefly introduced for the both stakeholder groups, the

methods and channels for communication are covered in the Chapter 2.3.

For the primary stakeholder group – entrepreneurs and companies – the criteria consisted of

two requirements.

• Individual entrepreneurs were eligible without VAT number as long as they had a

working prototype or a pilot concept ready.

• SMEs were eligible when they had a VAT number and a business concept which had

been launched less than 24 months ago.

For the eHealth experts, the selection process progressed first through Get Partners

identifying locally the best possible experts utilizing their existing networks, and then

combining the results with desktop work. After the initial phase, all identified experts were

contacted personally and Get on Track service concept was introduced to them. On the

basis of the background, know-how and motivation, the experts were recruited to join the

international boot camp events around the Europe.
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2.

Service set-up

2.3 Communication Strategy

The communication strategy guided dissemination activities throughout the whole
Get on Track service lifecycle. The dissemination activities extended from
disseminating the service and its outcomes to the key stakeholders and potential
participants, continuing while recruiting the entrepreneurs and companies to the
events, supplemented by efficient marketing of the events for external audiences.

The main communication channels were:

1. GET website

2. Project and Partners’ own mailing lists

3. Social media channels (twitter & Linkedin), and

4. GET partners local contact and collaborator networks.

The promotion of the events was launched approximately 2 months prior to the
event date, and was continuous throughout the process. Each of the GET partners
promoted the events actively both locally and internationally.

The communication strategy included open dissemination combined with targeted
messages to promising contacts which the Partners had identified in the previous
stage.

In parallel, partners launched a dissemination campaign, involving (general and
specialized) traditional media, web and blog publishers, as well as social networks
informing about the service and facilitating contacts. Already registered
participants were activated throughout the time with periodic updates and project
news feed.

Channel Tools selected

Website
· GET project www.get-ehealth.eu

· Consortium partner websites

Twitter
· @GET_ehealth

· Consortium partner Twitter accounts

Mailing
· Mailings to those subscribed to the GET newsletter

· Mailings to the contact lists of the consortium partners
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In order to ensure efficient workaround in the events, two different kind of methods
were selected. The selected methods emphasized the importance of efficiently
assisting larger number of entrepreneurs to optimize their business model and
commericalization strategies in a joint event. A workshop mode was chosen as it is
very powerful activity and can lead to drastic enhances and new innovations in a
business model while moderated well. It is also efficient tool to facilitate the
collaboration and ability to mobilise energy and intelligences of diverse
stakeholders and people.

Based on the strengths of each partner organisation the Project crew selected two
methodological approaches for Get on Track events: Emprendex methodology,
and eHIX methodology based on STOF (Service, Technology, Organization and
Finance) framework. Furthermore, the Emprendex workshop methodology was
adapted by each partner to meet the local requirements of the conference,
resources and needs of the target groups.

The purpose of selected methodologies was to coach entrepreneurs with the most
critical challenges related to the business model and commercialisation. With the
used methodologies we were able to identify the critical areas of each business
model. The facilitated discussions with the expert teams enabled a tailored
feedback and coaching for each entrepreneur. After the facilitated discussions the
wrap up give participants a chance to react to and share the lessons learned

All but one Get on Track events were organized as a satellite event to one of the
European major eHealth conference. This strategy created synergies in the
communication and recruitment of both participants and experts.

2. 
Service set-up

2.4 Methodology 
Overview
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2. 
Service set-up

2.4 Methodology
Workshop methodology

One of the best ways to provide value to companies that are entering to a new
market with an eHealth solution, is the workshop model approach. The workshop
able to concentrate a good panel of experts to provide high value in just a couple
of hours, a jointly debate between companies and experts and networking
opportunities after the session.

The workshop approach provides early-stage SMEs with the opportunity to:

• Present their innovation and business plan to an expert panel

• Receive constructive feedback on their solution, business plan and
commercialization strategy from expert panels

• Network with a range of key multi-sectorial stakeholders at European level

• Gain insight into upcoming opportunities in health

• Engage with key organizations that can support and inform on the challenges of
doing business in Health

As most of the project events were related to major events, to increase the visibility
of the solutions, when possible, SMEs had the opportunity to make their pitch in front
of the audience to access later to the panel of experts. Also invited experts were
extra motivated to be in the session, as they were able to engage not only with the
coaching sessions but also with the larger community of experts. This type of
workshops welcome a range of excellent speakers to showcase opportunities,
points of markets access and advice to all SMEs during in plenary session as well as
in the closed session with each company.

Experts were provided with briefing material on all SMEs in advance, and asked to
review and prepare early comments and feedback in a written format for two of
them. The briefing material contained the following information:

• Brief elevator pitch

• Description of the solution

• Information about the team

• Market analysis

• Business model and execution plan
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2. 
Service set-up

2.4 Methodology
eHIX methodology and STOF business 

modeling

The eHIX methodology uses interactive sessions based on the STOF (Service,
Technology, Organization and Finance) business model framework, and tailored to
innovation processes of ICT in Health care. It contains a scan to determine the
current status of the business model and tools to improve it.

eHix model is a tried and tested framework for the development of viable business
models for ICT services in health care. According to STOF a business model
describes how organizations work together to create and capture value from four
perspectives, i.e. Service, Technology, Organization and Finance. The relevant
design choices with regard to these perspectives need to be balanced to create a
business model that is viable and feasible. It can be used in (facilitated) board
room sessions and for analytic and redesign purposes.

The method offers a step-by-step approach with design issues from four interrelated
perspectives:

1. Service domain: a description of the service offering, its value proposition
(added value of the service offering) and the targeted market segment

2. Technology domain: a description of the technical functionality required to
realize the service offering

3. Organization domain: a description of the structure of the multi-actor value
network required to create and provide the service offering;

4. Finance domain: a description of the way a value network intends to generate
revenues and the division of risks, investments and revenues;
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2. 
Service set-up

2.4 Methodology
eHIX methodology and STOF business 

modeling

The eHix methodology is a Dutch-origin methodology and only implemented by a
local partner. The methodology provides an eHealth Innovation map for small and
medium-sized enterprises which visualizes the Dutch health care system. The map
lays down the involvement, roles and mutual relations between the different
parties. It also states their interests in eHealth innovation, and the kinds of evidence
that may convince them of the added value of an eHealth innovation.

During the workshop a set of corresponding fact sheets was developed to provide
eHealth SMEs with concise yet easily accessible information for choosing an
appropriate “innovation route” and for determining what evidence to collect for
relevant stakeholders.

The use of the pre-defined, yet incomplete Innovation map, received positive
feedback from the participants, who found it useful in brainstorming and capturing
the essential information, and learning about the relationships and roles of each
party in the Innovation map. It assisted them in defining the most potential route for
their own progress towards working business model and feasible commercialization
action.
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Session format

Before the joint session, the companies were required to provide the chosen experts
with a briefing information about their current business model and
commercialization strategy. The experts were asked to review this information
before attending the workshop day and provide overall advice on both the written
information and the pitch presented.

The joint session began with a pitch from each company / entrepreneur participant
(5 mins). SMEs were asked to present altogether three slides addressing the
following questions that reflected the selection criteria:

1. eHealth solution,

2. Business Model,

3. Commercialisation Strategy

After the pitching session, company representatives were given an opportunity to
discuss personally with the experts in a question and advice session. They were
divided into groups with 2 Experts and 2 SMEs having 15 minutes of shared time.

During the pitch process the experts used a pre-formatted feedback that reflected
the selection criteria to assist the experts in providing the best feedback. See
Appendix A for an example.

Subsequently, the SMEs were provided with a networking opportunity to speak to
other experts or continue discussions underway.

2. 
Service set-up

2.4 Methodology
eHIX methodology and STOF business 

modeling
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3. Service execution: activities 

undertaken

3.1 Communication activities: recruiting and dissemination

3.2 Events:

3.2.1 Madrid

3.2.2 Helsinki

3.2.3 Belfast

3.2.4 Riga and Luxembourg (eHix)

3.3 One-to-one coaching

3.4 Online resources

3.5 Follow-up of the companies
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3.1 Communication activities: 

recruiting and dissemination

Madrid

For the Emprendex workshop TicBiomed sent three mailing campaings and
reached more than 1.000 people. Their partner for this event, eVIA , did the same
with their mailing lists. TicBiomed also contacted the most important Start-up online
community in Spain to ask them for help to disseminate the event.

Through twitter we contacted directly with some SMEs interested in participate and
we spread the word with the help of our followers that retweeted our tweets.

We got 54 applicants

Helsinki

We sent two campaing mails to different contact lists to reach c. 250 people. We
also distributed the campaign mails via our co-operation organisations in Finland in
four major cities, Tampere, Turku, Kuopio, and Oulu.

Also we contacted with the most important Start-up online communities in Finland
to ask them for help to promote the event. HealthSpa, Aalto Start-up center and
Start Up Sauna diseeminated the campaign email. The event was also promoted
within eHealth organisations in Estonia, Denmark, and Sweden.

Through twitter we spread the word with the help of our followers that retweeted
our tweets.

Belfast
Issuing a call to SMEs
A call for SMEs to apply to participate in the ‘GET on track: SMEs do business in
health’ was issued in February 2015 and remained open until 6th March 2015.

 GET project website http://www.get-ehealth.eu/.

 Twitter @GET_ehealth

 Mailings to those subscribed to the GET newsletter (c. 70 subscribers)

 Mailings to the contact lists of the consortium partners (c. 11,000 on ECHAlliance
mailing list)

 Mailing to the contact lists of the NICH-ECO (1200)

 NI orgs dissemination of invitation from : CHIC, NISPConnect, CTRIC, Invest NI,
City Councils, Health Social Care Board, Universities

SMEs registering an interest
SMEs were invited to register their interest in the’ GET on track: workshop’ by
completing a brief form collecting their contact and company details.

3.
Service

execution

http://www.get-ehealth.eu/
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3.1 Communication activities: 

recruiting and dissemination

Riga and Luxembourg

Both the bootcamps in Luxembourg and Riga were actively promoted three
months before the event date. Recruitment was supported by several partner

organisations. To recruit the participants, Stichting Digitalezorg used multiple media
channels and requested support from several partners and projects to promote the
bootcamp among their followers, members and participants.

The partners were:

- HIMSS Europe, as organizer of the eHealth Week where we hosted the bootcamp

- European Commission relevant channels

- F6S as the main startup channel

- ISfTeH through a member newsletter

- FICHE project

- Health 2.0 and ECHalliance channels

- Stichting Digitalezorg.nl channels

Evetn organiser also sent two E-Newsletter containing an article about the
bootcamp. These were followed by an article on the GET website and several
tweets. Also the information was posted in several relevant LinkedIn groups.

Barcelona

The event was promoted European wide from the beginning of April until the mid
May 2015 via GET project partners networks and contacts. Health 2.0 Europe
provided us strong support also with the recruitement and we could promote the
event directly to the registered conference attendees. Finally we received 16
applications from 10 different countries. Health 2.0 Europe’s contacts helped us
also to recruite a panel of experts with very strongand versatile backgound in
digital health.

3.
Service

execution
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3.2 Activities undertaken

Events

3.2.1 Madrid

The event in Spain was a satellite event of the eVIA’s Annual Assembly. The
recruiting, the dissemination and the organization in the venue were done in

collaboration with the eVIA.

3.2.2 Helsinki

Get on track event in Finland took place in collaboration with the Upgraded Life
Festival. The festival was organised for the first time by a very active local eHealth
society. As the key idea of the festival is to bring together Healthcare professionals,
entrepreneurs, investors, and academics it was an excellent partner for the Get on
track service delivery.

3.
Service

execution
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3.2.3 Belfast

GET on track: SMEs do business in health’ was a focused and active session,
providing a unique opportunity for SMEs to pitch their eHealth Solution, Business

Model and Commercialisation Strategy to a panel of experts. Experts provided
generic and bespoke advice to stimulate conversations about next steps for each
of the SMES.

SMEs heard about support and opportunities available to access the market in
Northern Ireland and across Europe. The session also provided SMEs with
unparalleled networking opportunities to create contacts and secure links for
follow-up after the session.

Following the workshop each SME also benefitted from personalized feedback in
writing on their plans and commercialisation strategy.

3.2.4 Riga and Luxembourg (eHix)

The events in Riga and Luxembourg were organized utilizing the eHix-methodology,
and contained interactive sessions both on the STOF business model framework
and participants’ own business organization.

3.2.5 Barcelona

The last Get on Track event was organised as a part of Health 2.0 Europe
conference in Barcelona. Due to some time restrictions, the model of the workshop
was renewed and packaged into a more compact form – a start-up clinic.

The start-up clinic was an interactive feedback and coaching session for eHealth
startup entrepreneurs. The 2 hour session was public and open to the conference
audience. Each entrepreneur pitched their business idea and received feedback
from the panelists and Health 2.0 Europe conference audience. The role of the
top-level panelists was to actively give feedback, ideas and new viewpoints how
entrepreneurs can develop their business model.

3.2 Activities undertaken

Events3.
Service

execution
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Partners of the Get on Track service provided support to early-stage companies
and entrepreneurs also on an individual basis. The individual coaching spurred

through project dissemination activities and marketing of the events where
companies proactively contacted the project crew for an advice. Also many of
the relationships started as a follow-up for the Get on Track event participants and
cultivated into a one-to-one coaching relationship after the event

Typically tailored support focused on issues related to business model development,
suggestions of go-to-market approach, and improvements in commercialization
strategy. One key area of tailored coaching for entrepreneurs was assisting and
advising them in finding new partners and business contacts, as well as piloting
environments for their product or service. In some cases finding the right partners
also revealed new markets and business opportunities for the entrepreneurs.

Communication took typically place over the phone or online, but also face-to-
face meetings were organized. Via one-to-one coaching entrepreneurs were able
to have personalized coaching on their specific needs. This tailored coaching
service was available practically all the time over the GET project lifetime.

3.2 Activities undertaken

One-to-one coaching3.
Service

execution
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3.
Service

execution

3.3 Online resources

During the project implementation it soon became clear that in order to maximize
the number of companies and entrepreneurs benefiting from the project and its
services, a more extensive online coverage is needed for the project. In order to
match this need, the project crew prepared a set of online resources openly
available for anyone.

Entrepreneurs need tools for business model and commercialization strategy
development. Get on track service provided “eHealth Start-up Guide for Business
Success” – a practical introductory manual on business modeling and routes to
market. In the practical eHealth business guide produced and published by GET
project three different approaches are presented individually. Together these
approaches provide tools to outline structure and a fundamental level of
understanding, along with links to resources, literature and case studies for further
detail and references to help an entrepreneur consider and apply these methods
to help achieve best success to the eHealth start-up.

The guide provides the user insights about three different approaches with their
associated tools:
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3.
Service

execution

3.3 Online resources

Get on track manuals and online resources give an overview of the three key
concepts and provide tools and practical guide for business design.

1. Business modeling

The Business model Canvas is a tool gathering all components of the strategy and
the operations, and helping entrepreneur defining all the parameters and
characteristics of the company and its relations with its environment.

2. Continuous improvement

eHealth Start-ups are faced with a number of challenges and it is impossible to find
the best solutions right away. Because of the high level of uncertainty, eHealth start-
ups need to make the best possible assumptions as to what kind of product to
target. Companies have to be agile to cater to multiple customer demands, and
the constant improvement philosophy support continuous improvement of the
operations and offerings.

3. Lean start-up

Lean start-up approach guides new ventures to only launch products that
customers actually want. The Lean Start-up methodology presents the idea of the
minimum viable product, in order to don’t loose time in full developments and be
able to quickly test with potential customers and users and adapt or pivot your
business model.

In addition the Project crew interviewed two successful eHealth company CEOs
and shared their lessons learnt. CEOs told about their experiences and most critical
steps when developing the business model and going to new international markets.
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4.
Results Overview

Get on track service created concrete direct impact to 111 early-stage companies
and over 2.000 individuals were supported via online resources. Get on track
service was actively promoted to eHealth entrepreneurs in Europe. Especially in the
countries and areas where GET partners organized events new contacts were
actively created with eHealth startups, networks, and other stakeholders. These new
connections and relationships enabled efficient communication and support to the
early-stage companies during and after the Get project.

The key impact of Get on track service provided entrepreneurs personalized
support to optimize their business model and /or commercialization strategy via
three main channels:

1. In the Get on track boot camps and workshops organized. The team of experts
coached altogether 49 early stage companies.

2. In one-to-one meetings, 62 early-stage companies got tailored feedback,
support and contacts for various business development needs.

3. Online resources provided concrete support by a practical manual on business
modeling, including methods and tools for building a successful eHealth
business. Online resources produced by Get on track team were downloaded
by over 2.000 individual readers.
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4.
Results 4.1 Events

Altogether 49 entrepreneurs and companies participated to seven Get on Track
events:

1. Emprendex Bootcamp, Madrid, November 28th, 2013

• 8 companies and entrepreneurs

2. Workshop to boost eHealth business, Helsinki, June 11th, 2015

• 7 companies and entrepreneurs

3. Boot-camp on Business models and eHealth Innovation Routes, Zwolle,
August 22nd, 2014

• 1 company

4. Workshop for Start Up SMEs seeking to do business in Health

Belfast, March 25th, 2015

• 9 companies and entrepreneurs

5. Boot-camp on Business models and eHealth Innovation Routes

Riga, May 11th, 2015

• 9 companies and entrepreneurs

6. Boot-camp on Business models and eHealth Innovation Routes

Luxembourg, April 21, 2015

• 7 companies and entrepreneurs

7. Business model clinic , Barcelona May 19th 2015

• 8 companies and entrepreneurs
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4.
Results 4.1 Events

GET on track events provided concrete support of experts from different fields of
digital health - representing clinicians, insurance, regulations, medical, eHealth
consultants, and venture capital. Interactive sessions on the Get on track event
helped entrepreneurs identify the improvement potential for the current business
model. The feedback from the team of experts helped to analyze the current status
of the business model and find the ways and tools to improve it.

Events also provided a unique opportunity for entrepreneurs and SMEs to pitch their
eHealth solution to a panel of experts on an open a venue in an international
eHealth conference. At the same entrepreneurs got valuable networking and
matchmaking opportunities during and after the event.

The event concept was each time adopted to local resources and working
method varied from active hands-on bootcamps, to timely efficient startup-clinics,
interactive mentoring and workshops.

At the end of the boot-camps and workshops the participants had:

• a clear vision on the improvement potential for their current business model

• insight in the most appropriate route towards sustainable business

• a strategy on how to convince the stakeholders involved

• a prepared and practiced pitch for the main stakeholder

Altogether 49 entrepreneurs and SMEs got direct tailored support by participating
to the Get on Track events. As on average 30 people attended each event (either
as presenter, expert or public) so the total number of participants rises over 200
people.
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4.
Results 4.2 Participants

The participated companies in Get on Track events included 49 companies from 18
European countries. Here is the list of participants by a country and a brief
explanation of the impact for each company.

Country Impact

1 Spain Mentorship by Everis

2 Netherlands Bootcamp Med-e-Tel Luxembourg

3 Finland
Pitched in Get on track event in Finland and participated to five 
expert sessions

4 Spain Get ehealth startup clinic in BCA

5 Italy Bootcamp eHealthWeek Riga

6
The 
Netherlands

Bootcamp Med-e-Tel Luxembourg

7 Spain Selected for the Adverture Network HIPIIE program

8 Finland
Pitched in Get on track event in Finland and participated to five 
expert sessions

9
United 
Kingdom

Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland arranged by 
ECHAlliance

10 Finland
Pitched in Get on track event in Finland and participated to five 
expert sessions

11
Northern 
Ireland

Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland arranged by 
ECHAlliance

12 Italy Bootcamp Med-e-Tel Luxembourg

13 Luxembourg Bootcamp Med-e-Tel Luxembourg

14 Ireland
Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland arranged by 
ECHAlliance
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4.
Results 4.2 Participants

Country Impact

15 Spain Get ehealth startup clinic in BCA

16 Finland
Pitched in Get on track event in Finland and participated to five 
expert sessions

17 Spain Bootcamp eHealthWeek Riga

18 Spain Attended the Health2Market

19
United 
Kingdom

Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland arranged by 
ECHAlliance

20 Sweden Get ehealth startup clinic in BCA

21 Belgium Bootcamp Med-e-Tel Luxembourg

22 Germany Get ehealth startup clinic in BCA

23 Spain Bootcamp eHealthWeek Riga

24 Spain Selected in the first round of FICHe Accelerator

25 Poland Bootcamp eHealthWeek Riga

26 Spain
Selected in the first round of FICHe Accelerator, commercial 
introduction to Puerta de Hierro hospital, Refinement of Business 
Model, proposal EU project, alma, raquel, Alma-me, EU opportunity

27 Austria Get ehealth startup clinic in BCA

28 Spain Get ehealth startup clinic in BCA

29 Portugal Bootcamp eHealthWeek Riga

30 Spain Included in accelarator Bolt

31 Poland Bootcamp Med-e-Tel Luxembourg

32 Spain Attended the Health2Market

33
Ireland

Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland arranged by 
ECHAlliance

34
Northern 
Ireland

Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland arranged by 
ECHAlliance

35 Spain Bootcamp eHealthWeek Riga

36 Spain Bootcamp eHealthWeek Riga
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4.
Results 4.2 Participants

Country Impact

37 Spain Selected in the first round of FICHe Accelerator

38 Finland
Pitched in Get on track event in Finland and participated to 
five expert sessions

39 Northern Ireland
Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland arranged by 
ECHAlliance

40 Spain Included in accelarator Bolt

41 United Kingdom
Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland arranged by 
ECHAlliance

42 Spain Selected in the first round of FICHe Accelerator

43 Norway Get ehealth startup clinic in BCA

44 Northern Ireland
Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland arranged by 
ECHAlliance

45 Bulgaria and UK Bootcamp eHealthWeek Riga

46 Finland
Pitched in Get on track event in Finland and participated to 
five expert sessions

47 Slovenia Bootcamp Med-e-Tel Luxembourg

48 Finland
Pitched in Get on track event in Finland and participated to 
five expert sessions

49 Spain Participated to Get on track event in Zwolle
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4.
Results 4.3 One-to-one coaching

One-to-one coaching for entrepreneurs was also important part of the Get on track
service. Due to efficient dissemination about Get on track service Get partners got
regularly inquiaries from eHealth entrepreneurs. Get partners provided support to
entrepreneurs for business model development and suggestion of go-to-market
approach. Communication took typically place over the phone or skype, but also
face-to-face meetings. Via one-to-one coaching entrepreneurs were able to have
personalized coaching on their specific needs practically anytime over the two years
GET project lifetime.

Examples of achieved impact on entrepreneurs challenges.

”Active communication with this startup focused on supporting healthy nutrional
habits using technology. The founder got response to some pressing questions and
several business resources were shared with this entrepreneur.”

”The multidisciplinar team got support regarding Business Modelling and market
segmentation, but also about distribution channels and funding opportunities. ”

”The two founders got business feedback over their go-to-market strategy to roll out
their service, and were put in contact with a potential multiplier at national level.”

”The company was supported with both written feedback and offered further access
to experts. We supported the company specifically with targetted support from
medicines optimisation experts to advise on products and services.”

”We worked with the entrepreneur to understand his needs and provided details on
opportunites. He acted on those and was slected to pitch to the NHS test Bed
programme.”
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4.
Results 4.3 One-to-one coaching

The companies supported via Get on Track one-to-one coaching included 62
companies from 18 European countries. Here is the list of companies by a country
and impact for a company.

Company Country Impact

1 Funka Nu Sweden

A company was informed about new funding opportunities. 

Successful funding for new product development and 

commercialisation.

2
AgeWellBio

metrics
UK

A prototype development planning meeting in London. 

Living Lab testing of new prototype application in elderly 

care day centers in Helsinki. Living lab test resulted 

improvements to the commercial version.

3
Picto 

Connection
Spain

Adviced the company in the Rockstart accelerator selection 

and provided follow-up support 

4 Tavla Germany Advisor to this company

5 neosistec Spain

Assist in spotting the right market segment in Health to start 

developing innovative solutions with a unique value 

proposition. The company was also supported in their 

preparation of proposals for joining Future Internet 

accelerator programme, which they finally succeeded 

6 TIYGA N.Ireland

Constant contact with the company and supporting them in 

mapping the best possible communication and marketing 

opportunities, e.g. NI and Irish ecosystem events. 

7
Motech 

Electronic 

Devices

Ireland

Contacted Motech with written feedback and 1:1 with an 

offer to further access to experts. We supported Motech with 

discussion on rutes to market, market opportunities, and 

product/ service direction.

8
Pill Pack Plus 

Ltd
N.ireland

Contacted Pill pack to discuss products and services this was 

supported with both written feedback and offered further 

access to experts. We supported Pill pack specifically with 

targetted support from Medicines optimisation experts to 

advise on Products and services
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Results 4.3 One-to-one coaching

Company Country Impact

9 Innit Spain

Conversations via phone and at events about a new 

ambitious initiative she is trying to launch: "Health analytics for 

preventative healthcare and behaviour change". Made 

some introductions so she could discuss her idea with 

stakeholders via email but also at 2 events we invited her to 

participate. She is now trying to engage health insurance 

companies in her project. Also recommended she applied for 

grants since her project is still in the R&D phase.

10 Vision Spain
Discussing the Benelux channel and the advised business 

model to sell their products locally

11
Hygea

Salud
Spain

Discussing the business model to sell their solutions in the NL. 

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe 

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

12 Life World UK

Discussions and planning for different approaches to support 

Finnish eHealth SMEs and startups. Networking and 

cooperation initiatives with local eHealth startups and the 

ecosystem.

13 Oppifi Finland

Frequent discussions about different types of support for 

business development. A company is refining 

commercialization strategy and applying new funding.

14
AC-Gen 

Reading 

Life
Spain

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe 

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

15 Andaman7 Belgium

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe 

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

16 Andiamo
United 

Kingdom

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe 

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

17
Crossing 

the Mirror
Spain

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination
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Results 4.3 One-to-one coaching

Company Country Impact

18
Descansare 

Sleep
Spain

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

19
EUROB 

CREATIVE
Spain

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

20
FIVE FLAMES 

MOBILE
Spain

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

21
Ideable 

Solutions
Spain

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe 

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

22 IG.COM Italy

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

23
IncreaseTim

e
Portugal

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe 

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

24
InnovEduHe

alth
Italy

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe 

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

25 XIM
United 

Kingdom

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

26
INNOCV 

SOLUTIONS
Spain

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

27

GreyMatters

Healthcare

Ltd

N.Ireland

Joined ECHAlliance free. Shared detials on opportunites and 

key contacts. Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland

arranged by ECHAlliance

http://ig.com/
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Company Country Impact

28 Accitymaps Spain
Mentoring round in Emprendex event. They refocused the 

proposal of the business after the event

29
ZEINCRO 

HELLAS S.A.
Greece

Proposed suggestions about critical topics to consider before 

launching a spin-off after an European Project development. 

Among others, to start acting as if they already have the 

company so that they can early test the market.

30
click 

doctors
Spain

Several consultations with thestartup, stressing the importance 

of early market assessment of their technology, together with 

the need to identify the best distribution partners. 

31 17 Rabbits NL Sparring business models for their new concept 

32 Sanoste Finland

Support for new product development and pitching training. 

Informing and succesful support for funding application. 

Sanoste refocused business model and commercialization 

strategy.

33 TinyBots NL
Support in the accelerator selection for the Rockstart

accelerator selection and providing follow-up support 

34 Dinst NL
Supported and adviced the company in the Rockstart

accelerator selection process and provided follow-up support. 

35 InBalanz NL
Supporting the entrepreneur in further development and finding 

the funding source for the company 

36 app4stats Spain

The conversations with this entrepreneur coming from the 

clinical side were mainly focused on the identification of 

exploitation approaches and channels for the Intellectual 

Property he has already developed, but that lacks commercial 

traction.

37 Medinsight Spain

The critical message sent to this startup was to measure, assess 

and prioritize their commercial channels to contact potential 

customers, as some of them showed very little success.
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Company Country Impact

38 C2C France

The entrepreneur participated in the eHealth Hackathon 

Strasbourg and was provided feedback by the project crew. She 

kept constant contact with TICBioMed and reshaped her project 

incorporating the feedback given. 

39 exoglas Spain

The exchange with this SME, already in the eHealth space, 

focused in the potential launch of an app to early diagnose one 

of major diseases in aged population. Business model, 

commercialization and partnerships where discussed.

40
Hispanish 

Health
Spain

The GET partners contacted several times with this startup dealing 

with telemonitoring of chronic disease patients, and discussed 

how to address the market. A critical point of advice was to focus 

on business and financial issues, apart from technological 

considerations.

41 Dimor Spain

The interaction with this SME already in the Health sector was 

related to their business model, and the need to improve their 

corporate communication. It was also supported by putting them 

in contact with local potential customers.

42
Healthy 

Blue Bits
Spain

The multidisciplinary team got support regarding Business 

Modelling and market segmentation, but also about distribution 

channels and funding opportunities. The company is already 

invoicing and growing, and keeps regular contact with the GET 

team for updates.

43 At care Finland

The support given to this Finnish eHealth SME was mainly about 

the need to pivot their current business model as it was showing 

little traction. The company did change his focus short after the 

remote interaction with the GET partners.

44 Bioidentity Spain

The two founders got business feedback over their go-to-market 

strategy to roll out their service, and were put in contact with a 

potential multiplier at national level.

45
Adele 

robots 
Spain

This company dealing with robotics for the health sector received 

feedback on their business model and go to market strategy. It 

was supported also in the reviewing of an European proposal.
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Company Country Impact

46
Helpinwor

ds
Spain

This entrepreneur got feedback on its online marketplace related 

to psychology, including presentation aspects together with 

business proposals on how to improve her business.

47
Entrepren

eur
Spain

This entrepreneur was exposed to some resources related to the 

methodological approach on how to identify a scalable and 

repetitive business model for his solution. 

48 mHTA Denmark

This entrepreneur was instructed over the need to follow a 

methodological approach (custormer development from Steve 

Blank was suggested to her) at the time of launching their 

business ideas. Besides, risks associated with her selection of 

partners were also discussed.

49
Alava

Reyes
Spain

This established SME has outsourced an interactive eHealth 

solution to be used by its potential and current customers. It got 

feedback on how to move forward their business model in order 

to maximize the return to their main value proposition.

50 hop Spain

This SME with multiple locations in Europe received support 

specially regarding how to identify their targeted customer/user 

segment, and potential distribution channels to reach them.

51
Social 

Diabetes + 
Spain

This startup focused on diabetes got direct feedback both from 

GET partners and from clincal experts outside the consortium. 

Introduction of the GET project services during the FICHe 

bootcamp. GET resources were shared in two waves of 

dissemination

52 BeeHealth Spain

This startup was supported by stressing the need to focus their 

value proposition, together with the relevance of stating it more 

clearly in their corporate communication.

53
Entrepren

eur stage
Spain

This young entrepreneur team had an idea of a solution for 

oncology using 3D printing. They got questioned their value 

proposition, explained why it could be not so convenient for 

doctors and provided some local contacts to validate their 

hypothesis. They were also encouraged to interview more 

potential customers/users to identify new value propositions using 

the same technology.
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Company Country Impact

54 Amiko Italy

Too early stage for investment. Provided individual advice via 

phone on their market and business model. Introduction of the 

GET project services during the FICHe bootcamp. GET 

resources were shared in two waves of dissemination

55
mumoActi

ve

United 

Kingdom

Too early stage for investment. Provided individual advice via 

phone twice. Raising a seed round of 1M£. Introduction to a 

few selected investors.

56 AVA AG Germany

Too early stage for investment. Provided individual advice via 

phone. Made introductions to a few local (Swiss) investors for 

"informational" discussions;

57 SCANurse
United 

Kingdom

Too early stage for investment. Still need to figure out what 

their solution is about. Provided individual advice via phone.

58
Sanovatio

n AG
Switzerland

Too early stage for investment. The best part of their app is yet 

to develop and they still don't have a proof of concept. 

Provided individual advice via phone. Made introductions to 

a few local (Swiss) investors for "informational" discussions.

59

MEDx 

eHealthC

enter

The 

Netherlands

Too early stage for investment. The solution is at the prototype 

phase - beta version to be released only in mid-october. 

Provided individual advice via phone. 

60 Nutrapp Spain
Versatile advisory support for the founder, giving her advice 

on some pressing questions and several business contacts. 

61
Blind 

Square
Finland

Versatile support for developing an established application for 

blinds and visually impaired to new environments and market 

areas.

62
HealthCo

mms
Ireland

We worked with Tom to understand his needs and provided 

detuils on opportunites. He acted on those and was slected to 

pitch to the NHS test Bed programme.
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3.
Service

execution

4.4 Traction

The Get on Track activities resulted in two levels of impact: Direct impact and
Traction. Altogether 111 companies received the so-called Direct Impact – thus
received personalized feedback on their business model and commercialization
strategy. The direct impact took place especially in the areas where Get partners
organized events, and new contacts were actively created between eHealth start-
ups, within the networks, and other stakeholders. Also direct impact was gained
through one-to-one coaching relationships, but these latter activities also resulted in
something more influential – Traction.

From the total of 111 companies 36 companies received impact which was
regarded as a Traction indicator, thus there was a proven connection between the
services provided by the project and SME’s actions to modify their business model
and/or commercialization plan. Thus, the Get on Track service with the recruited
experts and knowledgeable project crew were able to assist in cultivating the
entrepreneurs own plans to even better match the demand, find the right partners
or investors, or modify the business model to meaningful direction.

All partners reported Traction indicators locally, and the list of companies with the
Traction indicator are listed below.
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Company Impact

1 AgeWellBiometrics

A prototype development planning meeting in London. Living 

Lab testing of new prototype application in elderly care day 

centers in Helsinki. Living lab test resulted improvements to the 

commercial version.

2 Tavla Project member acted as an Advisor to this company

3 mHealth Alert
Attended the Health2Market and received feedback for the

business model. 

4
Hygea Salud y 

Nutrición
Discussing the business model to sell their solutions in the NL.

5 17 Rabbits Sparring business models for their new concept

6 Vision
Discussing the Benelux channel and the advised business model 

to sell their products locally

7 Oppifi

Frequent discussions about different types of support for business 

development. A company is refining commercialization strategy 

and applying new funding.

8 Medwhat Support in the process of being included in accelarator Bolt

9 Project Lazarus Support in the process of being included in accelarator Bolt

10
GreyMatters

Healthcare Ltd

Joined ECHAlliance. Shared details on opportunities and key 

contacts. Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast N.Ireland

arranged by ECHAlliance.

11 Accitymaps
Mentoring round in Emprendex event. They refocused the 

proposal of the business after the event.

12 @ClubdelPaseo Mentorship by Everis

13 HealthComms
Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast arranged by ECHAlliance. 

Regular contact, participation in NI ecosystem events and 

exhibition. Introductions to Pharmacy contacts in NI.

14 Pill Pack Plus Ltd

Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast arranged by ECHAlliance. 

Regular consultation contact was maintained after the event 

and the company was introduced to relevant pharmacy 

contacts. 
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Company Impact

15
Motech Electronic 

Devices

Pitched at GET on Track event Belfast arranged by ECHAlliance. 

Supported Motech with introductions to key players in Scotland, 

Manchester and NI.

16 TIYGA
Constant contact with the company and supporting them in mapping 

the best possible communication and marketing opportunities, e.g. NI 

and Irish ecosystem events. 

17 C2C

The entrepreneur participated in the eHealth Hackathon Strasbourg 

and was provided feedback by the project crew. She kept constant 

contact with TICBioMed and reshaped her project incorporating the 

feedback given.

18 Datasalud
Support in the process of being selected for the Adverture Network 

HIPIIE program

19 Medbravo
Selected in the 1st round of FICHe Accelerator, commercial 

introduction to Puerta de Hierro hospital, Refinement of Business Model, 

assisted in preparing a funding proposal in EU project.

20 Neosistec

Assist in spotting the right market segment in Health to start developing 

innovative solutions with a unique value proposition. The company was 

also supported in their preparation of proposals for joining Future 

Internet accelerator programme, which they finally succeeded

21 Nutrapp
Versatile advisory support for the founder, giving her advice on some 

pressing questions and several business contacts. 

22 Click doctors

Several consultations with thestartup, stressing the importance of early 

market assessment of their technology, together with the need to 

identify the best distribution partners.

23 Sanoste

Support for new product development and pitching training. Informing 

and succesful support for funding application. Sanoste refocused 

business model and commercialization strategy.

24 Dinst
Supported and adviced the company in the Rockstart accelerator 

selection process and provided follow-up support.

25 Picto Connection
Adviced the company in the Rockstart accelerator selection and 

provided follow-up support

26 TinyBots
Support in the accelerator selection for the Rockstart accelerator 

selection and providing follow-up support

27 InBalanz
Supporting the entrepreneur in further development and finding the 

funding source for the company

28 Medinsight

The critical message sent to this startup was to measure, assess and 

prioritize their commercial channels to contact potential customers, as 

some of them showed very little success.
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Company Impact

29 Exoglas

The exchange with this SME, already in the eHealth space, focused in 

the potential launch of an app to early diagnose one of major diseases 

in aged population. Business model, commercialization and 

partnerships where discussed.

30 Spanish Health

The GET partners contacted several times with this startup dealing with 

telemonitoring of chronic disease patients, and discussed how to 

address the market. A critical point of advice was to focus on business 

and financial issues, apart from technological considerations.

31 Healthy Blue Bits

The multidisciplinary team got support regarding Business Modelling and 

market segmentation, but also about distribution channels and funding 

opportunities. The company is already invoicing and growing, and 

keeps regular contact with the GET team for updates.

32 At care

The support given to this Finnish eHealth SME was mainly about the 

need to pivot their current business model as it was showing little 

traction. The company did change his focus short after the remote 

interaction with the GET partners.

33 Adele robots
This company dealing with robotics for the health sector received 

feedback on their business model and go to market strategy. It was 

supported also in the reviewing of an European proposal.

34 Helpinwords
This entrepreneur got feedback on its online marketplace related to 

psychology, including presentation aspects together with business 

proposals on how to improve her business.

35 Alava Reyes

This established SME has outsourced an interactive eHealth solution to 

be used by its potential and current customers. It got feedback on how 

to move forward their business model in order to maximize the return to 

their main value proposition.

36 Blind square
Versatile support for developing an established application for blinds 

and visually impaired to new environments and market areas.
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4.
Results 4.5 KPIs

KPIs for GET on Track

During the project total 111 companies have received personalized feedback on
their business model and commercialization strategy.

GET on track on line resources have been downloaded over 2.000 times.

36 companies or entrepreneurs have created or improved their eHealth business
model and commercialization strategy.
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5. Assessment of outcomes.

5.1 Lessons learnt from the workshops

5.2 Lessons learnt regarding the methods used

5.3 Feed-back received
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5.
Assessment of 

outcomes.

5.1 Lessons learnt from the 

workshops

Commercialisation strategy

During the events the focus was on a business model and the target market of a
solution. The key learning from the workshops regarding a successful business

proposition:

• The value proposition must be concrete, based on exact numbers and clearly
communicated to all stakeholders

• When commercializing an eHealth innovation if regulation concerns your
product be aware about all reuirements from the beginning. Think for possible
ways to avoid regulation

• Some etnrepreneurs learned that no one really wants the product. Or that there
are barriers they didn’t understand.

• Many entrepreneurs learned that it would require 10 times more money to
commercialize than expected.

• Almost 100 percent of the teams realized they needed to ‘pivot’ at least once,
which means a substantive change to one or more business model assumptions.

• The big challenge for some entrepreneur were that although they had funding
for idea X, perhaps idea X wasn’t where they should end up. Some of the teams
totally changed their core product based on the customer feedback they had
gathered.

• In some cases, it’s not clear whether the customer is the grandma that’s going to
put this product in her hip, the doctor, the hospital, or the insurance provider. The
entrepreneur needs to consider all of these customers and think about regulation
and reimbursement options too.

• Entrepreneurs need to check intellectual property or hire someone to do so.

Innovation routes

Innovation routes is an interactive workshop session to introduce and identify new
innovation routes in health care systems. The approach is based on extensive
research and has proven to be extremely useful for SME’s. Although based on the
Dutch health care system, the approach is generalizable to the context of other
European countries
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Assessment of 

outcomes.

5.2 Lessons learnt regarding the 

methods used

Pitching.

Even the most experienced pitchers got valuable feedback from the versatile mix
of experts involved to the events. For the less experienced entrepreneurs an

opportunity to pitch in a public eHealth event gave them concrete feedback
which are relevant points in their proposal and how to present those points for
different stakeholders. Generally it is important to pitch the product and concept
quickly and concisely. Based on the experience from eHealth entrepreneur pitchies
the following steps should be considered:

• Refine your idea - ensure you explain the problem you are trying to solve

• Shape your pitch - explain who the target market is aimed at and why.

• Start with their perspective - use the patient journey

• Be clear about your business model

• Evidence. What are the measures and outcomes

After the pitch when listening to feedback really think about which points made
and consider if you agree or disagree with them

Improvement ideas from participants:

- Next boot camps could use more time to go more in-depth into individual cases.

- A specific and informative session followed to offer SMEs an insight into how they
can best position themselves for doing business in Health. (Procurement and
Logistics Service).

Improvement ideas from organisers:

- Entrepreneurs should be better prepared for the event. Organisers should give
better instructions beforehand and emphasize the importance of getting ready
with right information and the most relevant questions and problems in hand.
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outcomes.

5.2 Lessons learnt regarding the 

methods used

Get to the point quickly

Do not let the entrepreneur explain the whole story of their company. All
entrepreneurs have an idea why their story is different from the rest of start-ups.

Avoid also to get lost in the functionality details of their solution. Focus on a big
picture and relevant problems related to it.

A coaching telco should not last more than 60 minutes. During too long discussion
focus starts to fade away eg. to feeling physically uncomfortable because of poor
sound quality or too many other distraction while not being face to face.

Get early respect

Prove that you are knowledgeable about the topic and can add value. After this
the other part will listen to your message. Make sharp questions during the
conversation and challenge entrepreneur’s existing mindset when necessary.

Do follow up

After the first contact with an entrepreneur it is good to continue discussions. When
continuing discussions on a few follow up meetings new ideas typically refine and
new solutions can be found.
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5.
Assessment of 

outcomes.

5.3 Feed-back received

Madrid and Helsinki

The following days after the Get on track event organised in Madrid, a
questionnaire was sent to all participants (experts, participants and moderators).
We got response from 17 people and here are their general impressions of the
event:

• 7 Participants

• 6 Moderators

• 4 Experts

Their answers were all between 4 and 5. Participants were very satisfied with the
workshops. Most of comments were positive and we received some advices to
improve in other edition (e.g. they suggested to sign a confidential agreement with
the moderators and experts).

At the following week after the event organised in Helsinki all participants received
a questionnaire to evaluate the event. We got eight anonymous responses from 22
participants (response rate 36 %). We did not sent a reminder about the
questionnaire because the Finnish summer holiday season started at the same
week. The questionnaire was sent in Finnish as all participants could understand the
language. At the event two entrepreneurs preferred to use English as their ‘working
language’.

Participants evaluated the usefulness of the event at the scale from 1 to 5. In the
both feedback surveys in Finland and Spain all respondents evaluated event 4
‘useful’ or 5 ‘very useful’.
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5.
Assessment of 

outcomes.

5.3 Feed-back received

Belfast, Luxembourg, and Riga

Subsequent follow up calls with SMEs has shown that the session in Northern Ireland
has had immediate impact.

Feedback Survey
An online feedback survey was issued to the 9 SMEs who participated in the GET on
track: SMEs do business in health

- 100% of the SMEs completed the survey.
-100% reported that the session had been useful where 84% gave 5/5 for this
element and 16% gave 3/5 or 4/5.
-84% reported that feedback has supported their business modelling and
approaches to take the work forward.

“The individual feedback was very useful because they could give specific advice
and feedback. “

“Many thanks for yesterday - dynamic, challenging, stimulating. I'll keep you posted
on progress.”

Participants feedback received by email after the Riga and Luxembourg events:

• The innovation routes are brilliant – I wish we had a map like this for my country!

• The insights in how to create the value proposition through the eHix made me
see what is lacking in my business model.

• It is really valuable to discuss the business models, the different views give me
something to think about.

• I got the insight that I have to re-think my market… It’s not that easy.

• I know where I still have to do work and the eHix confirmed that.
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5.
Assessment of 

outcomes.

5.3 Feed-back received

We have been invited by on of the experts to demo the system 

to his team, so this event has been very worthwhile for us, we 

got a lot from it in terms of advice and contacts.

Email feedback by SME

The insights in how to create the value 

proposition through the eHix made me see 

what is lacking in my business model.

Email feedback by SME

Useful feedback on my commercialization strategy 

and advice on using social return on investment for 

future pitches.

Email feedback by SME

The feedback has promoted 

us following this event to 

getting additional advice and 

assistance for our 

pricing/commercialization 

strategy.  

Email feedback by SME

Many thanks for yesterday - dynamic, 

challenging, stimulating. I'll keep you 

posted on progress.

Email feedback by SME

We have received constant 

feedback on the opportunity to go 

for the private market and this 

message came through again from 

our panellists. It is something we are 

now prioritising

Email feedback by SME

“It helped us to keep focus on 

what is most important for us 

but also revealed some more of 

the challenges we will face. We 

keep going!”

Email feedback by SME
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6. Sustainability actions

6.1 Explotaition of results
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6.
Sustainability

actions.

6.1 Exploitation of results

The successful practices created for Get on track service will be utilized by several
Get partners also in the future. Especially, TicBiomed and European connected
health alliance will actively develop the service and provide it within the
ecosystem. Forum Virium Helsinki will act mainly as a facilitator initiating new
opportunities and connections for eHealth startups.The most concrete exploitation
activities include intensive training provided for start-ups, expanding workshops
containing the eHIX methodology combined with the lean startup approach and
building collaboration opportunities between startups and large health and
medical companies. The form and volume of the exploitation action varies
between the partner organizations and more details are clarified below.

Forum Virium Helsinki

Forum Virium Helsinki supports and advises on business development eHealth start-
ups and entrepreneurs in a close collaboration with local eHealth network
organisations and accelerators. Strong partners in eHealth startup ecosystem are
especially Health Spa www.healthspa.fi and Helsinki based Health Innovation
Village at General Electric www.facebook.com/healthinnovlge.

Forum Virium Helsinki has also an active role both in European Network for Living
Labs and in Nordic living lab cooperation. Our role is to actively provide models for
co-creating new solutions and provide access for innovative companies to living
labs. As the innovation unit of the City of Helsinki we are able to help companies to
work with public health service providers and enable access for companies to work
with users and staff developing and testing new eHealth products and services.

Forum Virium Helsinki has the presidency of Innovative Nordic Health and Welfare
Solutions program. Via these networks and programs Forum Virium Helsinki can help
eHealth companies to enter a fragmented eHealth market both in Finland and
abroad.

http://www.healthspa.fi
http://www.facebook.com/healthinnovlge
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6.
Sustainability

actions.

6.1 Exploitation of results

ECHAlliance

ECHAlliance led the “Get on track: SMEs do business in health’ session at The
Northern Ireland Connected Health Ecosystem event, in Belfast, Northern Ireland on

25th March 2015. This workshop was specifically designed for Start-up SMEs
interested in doing business in Health and Social Care. Having used innovative
engagement approaches to deliver efficient and effective learning, developments
and new partnerships.

ECHAlliance expects to utilise the successful workshop approach and will actively
seek to implement services to support SMEs during the start-up phase. This support
could form part of the ECHAlliance Membership services.

It is also expected that ECHAlliance can offer a number of regional and national
events to support start-up SMEs in the early get on track stages. This will form part of
the ECHAlliance approach for 2015/16 programme.
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6.
Sustainability

actions.

6.1 Exploitation of results

TICBioMed

TICBioMed will commercialize this service:

The GET on track service supports entrepreneurs, start-ups and SMEs with their
business model and go-to-market strategies. The methodology is based in the
´Customer Development´ approach from Steve Blank, adapted to the reality of
European context.

TICBioMed is also collaborating with the Health-U initiative promoted by Sanofi. In its
2015 edition, Health-U will support up to 6 start-ups in the areas of cholesterol
management and healthy life-style. It will do so by an intensive one week training
and exchange programme at the Sanofi premises, followed by a 6 month
mentoring period delivered by top management from Sanofi. TICBioMed will
participate in the training programme by delivering a session about business model
in Health. More information about the Health-U initiative can be found following this
link www.health-u.es/ (in Spanish).

Stichting Digitalezorg

The bootcamps that we offered during the project in Riga and Luxembourg gave
valuable feedback to the workshops leaders on how to improve on the workshop
contents. This will result in an expanded workshop containing the eHIX
methodology combined with the lean startup apporach. This new two-day
workshop will be offered as a service by Stichting Digitalezorg.nl. At least two
sessions of this workshop are foreseen in the first half of 2016.

The first one will be offered during the Med-e-Tel in Luxembourg in April of 2016.
Again the mediachannels of the ISfTeH and Med-e-Tel will be leveraged to gain
momentum. Also other relevan media will be contacted and asked to share the
announcement. As the previous session at the Med-e-Tel also attracted potential
participants from outside the EU, we now encourage them to join this session.

The second one will be planned during eHealthWeek in Amsterdam in June. This
time the planning of the startup day before the start of the eHealthWeek will be
leveraged for this session. During that day, the digital health startup community will
be offered training, speakers and workshops. The GET on Track workshop will be
part of that offering.

http://www.health-u.es/
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Annexes

Annex 1: Get on track Madrid @  Emprendex

Annex 2: Get on track Finland @  Upgraded Life Festival 

Annex 3: GET on Track: Start up SMEs do business in health’ @ 
Northern Ireland Connected Health Ecosystem

Annex 4: Bootcamp Business models and eHealth Innovation
Routes @ Luxembourg

Annex 5: Bootcamp Business models and eHealth Innovation
Routes @ Riga

Annex 6: Get on track start-up clinic @ Health 2.0 Europe
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Report EMPRENDEX

[WP2 Get on track]
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Index

This report provides an overview of the ‘Emprendex, emprende con expertos’ 

session held at the eVIA 2013 General Assembly, on 28th November 2013.

This event marked the beginning of the WP2 GET on track.

The report is structured as follows:

• Agenda

• Participants

• Recruitment

• Methodology

• Photos

• Conclusions

• Feedback

This report was compiled by TICBioMed.
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Agenda

Name of the event

Emprendex, emprende con expertos

Date

28 Nov

Place

Fundación ONCE Madrid (Spain)
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Participants

Entrepreneur Web

@clubdelpaseo http://clubdelpaseo.blogspot.com.es/

DATASALUD http://www.datasalud.es/

MedBravo http://www.medbravo.org/

Proyecto Lazarus http://talentums.com/lazarus/

SME Web

ACCITYMAPS http://www.accitymaps.es/

HEALTHTECH http://www.healthtech.es/

mHealthAlert http://www.mhealthalert.com/

Universal Health

Services,s.l.
http://medwhat.com/

• 4 Entrepreneurs

• 4 SMEs

• 8 Business 

moderators

• 8 Clinical

moderators

• 39 business

experts

List of entrepreneurs and SMEs

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://clubdelpaseo.blogspot.com.es/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy29XT_Ig2wJYZ8Ep0vWYtVr3GHSRSw
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.datasalud.es/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2_2TZN7Emj2mbYN6CReJMxVUnAkyw
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.medbravo.org/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2-bibwZ--1ASC8X-GEeZTGYLwhEbQ
http://talentums.com/lazarus/
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.accitymaps.es/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2_KV4BRS2aPqsQedAiVMPNAa0GI-g
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.healthtech.es/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2_N2Skxn2nAyymkin9CoQ-hIQELAw
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.mhealthalert.com/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy2-lVpFVhUl6fk7ADuh4P9ORi2GZZA
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://medwhat.com/&sa=D&usg=ALhdy298cvX3XmEYQatpVtp6FmCND16DzQ
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Participants

• 4 Entrepreneurs

• 4 SMEs

• 8 Business 

moderators

• 8 Clinical

moderators

• 39 business

experts

List of moderators

Name Type of moderator

Carlos García Molina Clinical

Esteban de Manuel Keenoy Clinical

Ferran L. Tognetta Clinical

Jesús Hernández Galán Clinical

José Francisco Ávila de Tomás Clinical

Maider Hormaeche Mijangos Clinical

Pablo Serrano Balazote Clinical

Salvador Maroto Martín Clinical

Rafael Navajo Garrido Business

Paloma Castellano Business

David Pascual Portela Business

Francesco D. Sandulli Business

Javier Alcalá Esterlcih Business

Javier Berlana Mingo Business

Magda Rosenmoller Business

Manuel Vallina Pérez Business
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Participants

• 4 Entrepreneurs

• 4 SMEs

• 8 Business 

moderators

• 8 Clinical

moderators

• 39 business

experts

List of experts

Experts

Alberto Gómez

Alejandro Delgado, Bizup

Ana Arroyo Hernández

Ángel Barrera Nieto, ADIPER

Antonio Carrión, Carrión y Asociados

Antonio Martínez

Antonio González, Wakeapphealth

Carlos Marcos Suárez

Carlos Mateos, Comsalud

César Alonso Peña

David Barbero, Gest Innovaide

David de Mena García, Primum Heatlth

Elena Pierna, Periodista especializada en salud

Gómez Fernández-Quintanilla, SANITAS

Gonzalo Tradacete, Faraday

Jesús Collado García, Cruz Roja 

José Antonio Zamora, Smart Apps

José Manuel Cruz, the Magic Fly

José Manuel Pérez, Telefónica

Juan Carbonell Morales, MERCK

Juan Sánchez

Julián Andújar Pérez

Luis Ballestero,Calua.tv

Luis Reigosa, Cets

Manuel Fernández, Universidad Europea de Madrid

Manuel Vallina, HIMSS

María Paz Iglesias Casarrubios, 

Mario Piattini, Universidad de Castilla la Mancha

Marisol Mayoral, malabars

Melania Blanco, Grupo Santander

Miguel López, Grupo Santander

Nieves Zapata Picón, ADIPER

Óscar Vela, Clínica Creativa

Pablo Gómez Fernández-Quintanilla

Rosario Nieto, ADIPER

Salvador López, Grupo Santander

Sara Fernández, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Sergio Alcalde, Solusoft

Vicente Luis Gil, CIGNA Salud
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Recruitment

To start the recruitment process, first we define the

criteria to select the participants.

We established two categories for recruitment:

• Entrepreneurs: without VAT number but with a 

prototype or pilot concept

• SMEs: with VAT number and a business concept 

launched within the past two years.

Then we designed the form to collect all the information.

We asked them for:

• Elevator pitch

• Description of the solution

• Team of work

• The market

• Business model

• Execution

We sent 3 mailing campaings to different lists to reach

more than 1.000 people. Our partner in this event, eVIA , 

did the same with their lists.

Also we contacted with the most important Start-up online 

community in Spain to ask them for help to disseminate

the event and they did it.

Through twitter we contacted directly with some SMEs

interested in participate and we spread the word with the

help of our followers that retweeted our tweets.

We got 54 applicants.

The recruitment

process were

between 8th 

october and 30th 

october through

different media:

• Mailing

• Web news

• Twitter
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Methodology

This event was a satellite event of the eVIA’s annual

assembly. They help us with the recruiting, the

dissemination and the organization in the venue.

The event were divided in three different parts.

First, all the selected SMEs and entrepreneurs pitched their

solutions in five minutes in front of the assembly audience. 

After the pitches, the experts were divided into four

working groups -that had two sessions of feedback, one for

each participant-, and they went to the different rooms. 

The participants then had the opportunity to made a wider

presentation about their business model and the

commercialization of the product to have the expert

feedback from the members of the group.

Once the two sessions of work ended, all the participants

returned to the main room to share the conclusions of the

workshops with the assembly audience.

Before the lunch time, Bolt and Everis announced the

winners of the awards. The surprise was that Bolt choosed

two winners from the participants.

The three awarded companies were @clubdelpaseo with the

Everis prize and MedWhat and Project Lazarus with the Bolt

prize.

The evet were

divided in three

different parts:

• Pitches

• Working group

session

• Conclusions
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Methodology

We reached 39 elegible participants from the 54 applicants. 

The results were:

• 14 entrepreneurs

• 25 SMEs

Once the time for collecting information finished, we

separated the two categories into different tables to let the

moderators choose their top 4 from each list. We organized

a voting process and give them access to the information

collected.

For the voting system we created a spreadsheet and share it

with Google Docs. Only four had to be scored in descending

order (4 points for the first option and 1 for the last option).

Moderators were

invited to select

the top 8 solutions

to present their

technology in front

of the audience.
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Methodology

From the begining of the innitiative, two big companies

show their interest in giving prizes for two participants.

This action increased the atraction of the applicants and for

us were a nice “shelling proposal”.

This were the prizes:

BOLT Accelerator

Offered an accelerate for one participant

with their mentoring program and seed

funding for start-ups.

EVERIS

Offered a continous coaching for one

participant and give them the opportunity to

participate in Everis Innitiatives program.

Bolt Accelerator were offering a free access to their

mentoring programme for start-ups and we gave them the

chance to select one solution from the elegible participants

list to get into the short-list directly.

Everis had the chance to put two moderators from their

company: one clinical and other from business. They

attended to the event and they choose their winner to be 

announced.

We had two

awards for the

best solutions

presented. Also

and extra prize

was given during

the event.
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Methodology

To organize the workshops, we did two rounds of working 

groups: first at 10.30 and the second one at 12.15.

We tried to match each moderator with his/her highest 

scored company in the same working group.

With the list of experts, we tried to distributed them 

attending to their field of work

Entrepreneurs working groups distribution

SMEs working groups distribution

We distributed the 

work groups 

regarding to the 

scores
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Photos

Some of the

pictures taken

during the event.
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Conclusions

The event format was dinamic and very fluent. The 

participants had the opportunity to get in touch with 

relevant contacts, stakeholders and experts in their fields 

to have a chat and received valuable feedback from them 

about their projects.

Most of them were very interested in receiving more 

information and news about other initiatives linked to the 

GET Project.

As most of the experts and moderators said to us during the 

coffee break, the opportunity to be there and give 

feedback to the entrepreneurs and SMEs was a “very 

positive experience”.

For entrepreneurs, the workshop has helped them to 

improve their product, to test the maturity of their 

technology and most important: to have the opportunity to 

hear different business opinions about it.

The worst part of the event were the lack of time in the 

workshops. The 60 minutes of each workshop were very 

little to approach to all topics. The special emphasis in the 

business model was very helpful, but also were interesting 

the commercialization and the execution.

All the companies that applied for this event seemed very 

compromised and the acceptance of the workshop proposal 

let us know this is a good point to push the eHealth market 

and its grow from the very beginning.

For the experts 

and moderators, 

the opportunity to 

be there and give 

feedback to the 

entrepreneurs and 

SMEs was a “very 

positive 

experience”
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Feedback

We got response from 17 people and this are their general 

impressions of the event:

• 7 Participants

• 6 Moderators

• 4 Experts

Their answers were between 4 and 5 all of them. This are 

the results of each group (average of the overall scores)

The participants were very satisfied with their workshops. 

Most of comments are positive and we received a couple of 

advices to improve in other edition (e.g. they suggested to

sign a confidential deal with the moderators and experts).

The participants, 

moderators and 

experts give a 

score of 4,5 out of 

5 in the general 

impresión of the

event.

0
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4
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Participants Moderators Experts

General impresion of the event
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Get on track Finland @  

Upgraded Life Festival

[WP2 Get on track]
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Agenda

Name of the event

Get on track Finland

Date

11th June 2014

Place

Open Innovation House, Espoo, Finland

12.30 -13.00 Buffet lunch and networking

• 13.00 Welcome and experts 

introduction, Development Director, Forum 

Virium Helsinki , Roope Ritvos

• Get project presentation, Project 

Manager, Forum Virium Helsinki, Jaakko Ikävalko

• Expert panelists introduce themselves 

• 13.30-14.00 Five minutes pitch by each 

company

• 14.00 – 15.45 Entrepreneurs individual 

consulting sessions with the experts. 

Approximately 20-30 minutes time 

slots.

• 15.45-16.00 Shared comments and 

wrap-up
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Participants

Entrepreneur Web

Adelmann Healthcare

Solutions

www.arcticstartup.com/companies/ad

elmann-healthcare-solutions

HVO Finland www.hyvinvointi-online.fi

SME Web

Newolo www.newolo.com

Turvallinen koti www.turvallinenkoti.fi

Yoogaia
www.yoogaia.com

Oppifi www.oppi.fi

Extensive Life www.extensivelife.com

• 2 Entrepreneurs

• 5 SMEs

• 7 Business 

moderators

• 3 Clinical

moderators

• 1 Development

moderator

• Audience 10-15

Eight start-ups and entrepreneurs were invited to take part in the
Get on track event on Upgraded Life Festival. 

List of entrepreneurs and SMEs

• Pasi Heiskanen, Managing Director,  Adelmann Healtcare Solutions

• Philippe Santraine, Managing Director, Newolo

• Arimo Koivisto, Managing Director, Turvallinen koti

• Remberto Martinez, Managing Director, Extensive Life 

• Henri Mehto, Founder, HVO Finland

• Ilkka Tiainen, CEO, Founder, Oppifi

• Mikko Petäjä, CEO, Founder, Yoogaia

• Juho Juutilainen, Creative Director, Newolo
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Participants

• 2 Entrepreneurs

• 5 SMEs

• 7 Business 

moderators

• 3 Clinical

moderators

• 1 Development

moderator

• Audience 10-15

List of experts

Name Type of moderator

Jouni Lounasmaa
eHealth consultant / 

Stompwell

Henri Hietala
Manager / Nordic

Healthcare Group

Tapio Jokinen CEO / Medixine

Juha Vapaavuori
Senior Lead / Corporate

Investments / Sitra

Jussi Salonen
Specialist / Corporate

Investments / Sitra

Teemu Haapala
eHealth consultant / 

Design / Stompwell

Jari Välijärvi
eHealth consultant / 

Design / Stompwell

Terhi Kajaste
Managing Director / 

Fihta

Jari Knuuttila Senior Officer / Valvira

Anssi Mikola
Chariman of the Board / 

Wellbookers

Jyrki Eklund CEO / Aino Health
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Recruitment

We established two categories for recruitment:

• Entrepreneurs: without VAT number but with a 

prototype or pilot concept

• SMEs: with VAT number and a business concept 

launched within past two years.

And designed the form to collect all the information.

We asked them for:

• Elevator pitch

• Description of the solution

• Team of work

• The market

• Business model

• Execution

We sent two campaing mails to different contact lists to

reach c. 250 people. We also distributed the campaign

mails via our co-operation organisations in Finland in four

major cities, Tampere, Turku, Kuopio, and Oulu.

Also we contacted with the most important Start-up online 

communities in Finland to ask them for help to promote

the event. HealthSpa, Aalto Start-up center and Start Up 

Sauna diseeminated the campaign email. The event was

also promoted within eHealth organisations in Estonia, 

Denmark, and Sweden. 

Through twitter we spread the word with the help of our

followers that retweeted our tweets.

We got 13 applicants. 8 SMEs and entrepreneurs were

invited to take part in the GET on track event at Upgraded

Life Festival. 

Altogether 7 SMEs and entrepreneurs participated (due to 1 

late cancellation).

The recruitment

was conducted

between 23rd April

and 28th May

through several

media:

• Mailing

• Web news

• Facebook

• Twitter
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Methodology

This event was a satellite event of Upgraded Life Festival. 

The festival organisers help us with the recruiting, the

dissemination and the organization in the venue.

The event was divided in three different parts.

First, all the entrepreneurs and start-ups pitched their

solution in five minutes in front of the audience. There was

time for two questions after each pitch. 

After the pitch session experts were divided into 4 teams in 

a private meeting rooms. Entrepreneurs had c. 25 minutes 

to make a more detailed presentation about their business

model and get feedback and couching from four expert

teams. Each team had similar type of experts and the teams

were provided with an ice breaker question to guide 

discussions to the area of their expertise:

Team 1  

What should or should not I do with my business model?

Team 2

How do I know I’m on the right path?

Team 3

How do I find and satisfy my customers?

Team 4

What the ”SYSTEM” can do for my business?

Due to time restriction all entrepreneurs could not discuss

with all the four teams. However, couching sessions were

scheduled based on the company profile to best meet the

current needs of a start-up. 

After the 3-4 individual couching sessions, all the

participants returned to the conference room to share their

main points from couching sessions.  

The event was

divided in three

different parts.
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Feedback

Feedback Survey

At the following week after the event all participants 

received a questionnaire to evaluate the event. We got eight 

anonymous responses from 22 participants (response rate 36 

%). We did not sent a reminder about the questionnaire 

because the Finnish summer holiday season started at the 

same week. The questionnaire was sent in Finnish as all 

participants could understand the language. At the event 

two entrepreneurs preferred to use English as their ‘working 

language’.

Participants evaluated the usefulness of the event at the 

scale from 1 to 5. Three participants evaluated the event  5 

= ’Very useful’ and five evaluated it  4 = ’Useful’ .

SMEs working groups distribution

All participants 

providing feedback 

evaluated the 

event as ‘useful’ 

or ‘very useful’.
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Conclusions

During the event entrepreneurs got valuable feedback from 

experienced consultants, successful eHealth entrepreneurs, 

funding experts, as well as regulation and industry experts.  

Entrepreneurs were pleased that they could get a wide 

variety of support and feedback to their business in an 

efficient way in a short time period. Especially SMEs who 

had a clear business concept and are entering into a new 

market felt that they got a very valuable feedback and 

guiding for the next steps on their business. 

Basically all entrepreneurs were very interested in attend 

other similar events and some of them plan to apply to Get 

on track event in the Netherlands or in the UK. 

Most of the experts commented the event as an interesting 

and satisfying opportunity to share their cumulated 

experience. Especially experienced CEOs of the eHealth

companies were happy to share their knowledge. They saw 

this type of events a good opportunity for a quick 

mentoring where fresh entrepreneurs can learn from the 

mistakes and right decisions they had done with their 

businesses. 

A lesson learned for the next Get on track events was that 

due to a short time slots for the couching meetings 

entrepreneurs should be better prepared for the 

discussions. Also the event organizers should better 

communicate what entrepreneurs can expect from each 

coaching sessions and emphasize them to focus on one or 

two main issues related to their business.  

Summarised

business feedback

to entrepreneurs:

“The value

proposition must

be concrete, based

on exact numbers

and clearly

communicated” 
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Introduction

This report provides an overview of the ‘GET on track: SMEs do business in health’ 
session held at The Northern Ireland Connected Health Ecosystem event, in Belfast, 
Northern Ireland on 25th March 2015.

As part of the drive within the Northern Ireland Connected Health Ecosystem (NICH-
ECO) to support and promote innovation in health, this workshop was specifically 
designed for Start-up SMEs interested in doing business in Health and Social Care, in 
Northern Ireland.

This report was compiled by the European Connected Health Alliance and focuses 
on WP3: Get on Track. 

The report is structured as follows:

 Agenda

 Aims of the workshop

 Participants

 Experts

 Speakers

 Recruitment

 Preparation

 Pitches

 Event

 Photos

 Conclusions

 Feedback

Liz Ashall-Payne

European Connected Health Alliance

liz@echalliance.com

April 2015

mailto:liz@echalliance.com
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Agenda

EVENT:
GET on track: SMEs do business in health’

DATE:
25th March 2015

VENUE:
Ramada Hotel, Shaw’s Bridge – Belfast Northern Ireland

SME Workshop Agenda - 25 March 2015 

12:30 Networking Lunch with NICH-ECO gathering

13:30 Welcome & Introductions

 Damian O’Connor, Director of Operations, European Connected Health Alliance

 Mark Lee, Director of Healthcare Transformation, Dept. for Health, Social Services and Public 

Safety (DHSSPSNI)
 Jorge Gonzalez, Managing Director TICBioMed / GET Project Co-ordinator 

13:45 The Size of the Prize: doing business in Health (upcoming opportunities in 2015/16)

 Peter Wilson, Assistant Director, BSO Procurement and Logistics Service

14:00 SME Presentations 

 Exploristics, Austen Burns, Marketing Manager, United Kingdom

 GreyMatters Healthcare Ltd, David Ward, Managing Director, United Kingdom

 HealthComms, Tom Byrne, CEO, Ireland

 In Your Element Ltd, Leeann Monk, Director & Co Founder, Northern Ireland

 Motech Electronic Devices, Mark Finlay, Sales Director, Ireland

 My InstaCare, Nora Volger, Founder, United Kingdom

 Pill Pack Plus Ltd, Stephen Burns, Director, Northern Ireland

 Sentireal, David Trainor, Founder and Principal, Northern Ireland

 Tiyga Health, Katrina Delargy, CEO & Founder, Northern Ireland

15:00 Support for SMEs in Northern Ireland

 Invest Northern Ireland, Nick McCormick, Global Starts

 NISP Connect - Steve Orr, Director, NISP Connect

 European Connected Health Alliance – Julien Venne, Strategic Advisor, ECHAlliance

 Belfast City Council, Brendan McGoran, Creative Industries Officer, Belfast City Council

 TechstartNI, Hal Wilson, Partner, Pentech Ventures LLP

Short 3 minute presentations from support organisations

15:15 Facilitated Panel feedback (1-2-1 direct feedback to SMEs)

SMEs visit 2 tables hosted by panellists for 2 x 15 minute feedback sessions

15:50 Coffee / Open Space Networking - SME meet panellists and support organisations matchmaking

16:20 Round up and close 

Damian O’Connor, Director of Operations, European Connected Health Alliance
Jorge Gonzalez, Managing Director TICBioMed / GET Project Co-Ordinator
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Aim

The workshop approach was aimed at providing early-stage SMEs with the 

opportunity to:

- Present their innovation and business plan to an expert panel 

- Receive constructive feedback on their solution, business plan & 

commercialisation strategy from expert panels]:

HSC (HSC Innovations, ICT project leads)

Invest NI

Funding/ VCs 

- Network with a range of key multi sectoral stakeholders from across Northern 

Ireland and beyond 

- Gain insight into upcoming opportunities in health in Northern Ireland and 

beyond

- Engage with key organisations that can support and inform on the challenges 

of doing business in Health:

• Health Trusts / HSC/ PHA

• Northern Ireland Connected Health Ecosystem /ECHAlliance

• Local councils Belfast, Derry, Craigavon & possibly others

• Invest Northern Ireland 

• NISP Connect
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Participants

SMEs

An open invitation was issued to SMEs to take part in the GET on 
track: SMEs do business in health’ 

9 SMEs participated 

Each SME made their ‘pitch’ and accessed 4 experts for 
bespoke personalized support and additional expert feedback 
was obtained during the open Space Networking.

SMEs participating in ‘GET on Track’ service

Company Name / Role Country

Exploristics Austen Burns, Marketing Manager United Kingdom

GreyMatters Healthcare 
Ltd

David Ward, Managing Director United Kingdom

HealthComms Tom Byrne, CEO Ireland

In Your Element Ltd Leeann Monk, Director & Co 
Founder

Northern Ireland

Motech Electronic 
Devices

Mark Finlay, Sales Director Ireland

My InstaCare Nora Volger,  Founder United Kingdom

Pill Pack Plus Ltd Stephen Burns, Director Northern Ireland

Sentireal David Trainor, Founder & Principal Northern Ireland

TIYGA Health Katrina Delargy, CEO & Founder Northern Ireland
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Experts

Panellists

The panel of 18 experts and E-health leaders was 

constructed and we were delighted to have such a 

high quality of experts willing to share their expertise 

with SMEs. 

International panel of experts

Panel Member Member

A Brendan McGoran, 

Creative Industries Officer, Belfast City 
Council

Nick McCormick, 
Global Starts,  Invest Northern Ireland

B Hal Wilson, Partner
Techstart Northern Ireland 

Dr Damian Fogarty, 

Consultant Nephrologist, Belfast HSC 
Trust 

C Liz Ashall-Payne

Clinical Programme Manager, Digital 

Health & AQuA Associate - North West 
Coast AHSN

Claire Buchner, 

Consultant Nurse, Connected Health & 
Social Care, Public Health Agency

D Jorge Gonzalez, 
Managing Director, TicBioMed

Paul Carlin, 
R & D Manager, South Eastern HSC Trust

E Julien Venne, 
Strategic Advisor, ECHAlliance

Prof Peter Coyle, 

Consultant, Microbiology, 
Belfast HSC Trust

F Malachy Gribbin, 

Business Engagement Programme 
Manager, Craigavon Borough Council

Sean Donaghy, 

Director of eHealth & External 
Collaboration, HSC Board

G Ciaran Bradley, 

Public Sector 
Cisco Ireland

Peter Wilson, [Linda o’Hare]

Assistant Director, HSC BSO Procurement 
and Logistics Service

H Prof William Scanlon, 

Director of Research, Queen’s 
University Belfast

Steve Orr, 
Director, NISP Connect

I David Brownlee, 
Innovation Advisor, HSC Innovations

John Miller, 
Global Starts,  Invest Northern Ireland
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Speakers 

Speakers
The workshop welcomed a range of excellent speakers to 
showcase opportunities, points of markets access and 
advice to all SMEs in plenary session.

Each speaker was available as an expert and during 
networking breaks for SMEs to speak to individually  in the 
workshop.

Damian O’Connor, Director of Operations, European Connected Health 
Alliance, welcomed everyone, outlined the agenda and how the workshop 
would run.  Damian acted as workshop facilitator.

Knowledgeable presentations were provided to set the scene to SMEs and 
provide information, from the two speakers including:

• Mark Lee, Director of Healthcare Transformation, Dept Health, Social 
Services and Public Safety (DHSSPSNI)

• Jorge Gonzalez, Managing Director TICBioMed / GET Project Co-ordinator 

A specific and informative session followed to offer SMEs an insight into how 
they can best position themselves for doing business in Health. This 
presentation provided the SMEs with upcoming opportunities in 2015/16). 
Linda O’Hare presented on this topic in place of Peter Wilson, Assistant 
Director, BSO Procurement and Logistics Service.

Following this SMEs were provided with wonderful insight and support for 
SMEs in Northern Ireland. This included information on how to access support 
from 

 Invest Northern Ireland, Nick McCormick, Global Starts

 NISP Connect - Steve Orr, Director

 European Connected Health Alliance – Julien Venne, Strategic Advisor 

Belfast City Council, Brendan McGoran, Creative Industries Officer

 TechstartNI, Hal Wilson, Partner, Pentech Ventures LLPF
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Recruitment

Issuing a call to SMEs
A call for SMEs to apply to participate in the ‘GET on track: 
SMEs do business in health’ was issued in February 2015 and 
remained open until 6th March 2015.

The SME call was issued via:

SMEs registering an interest 
SMEs were invited to register their interest in the’ GET on track: workshop’ by completing a brief 
form collecting their contact and company details. 

Shortlisting SMEs
We received 16 applications from SMES.  9 accepted,  1 arrived too late, 2 outside scope and 
required criteria, 2  selected  but withdrew due to other commitments, 1 offered but did not 
accept as their product was not ready, 1 from Spain declined as decided not to travel. 

 GET project website http://www.get-ehealth.eu/.

 Twitter @GET_ehealth

 Mailings to those subscribed to the GET newsletter (c. 70 

subscribers)

 Mailings to the contact lists of the consortium partners (c. 
11,000 on ECHAlliance mailing list)

 Mailing to the contact lists of the NICH-ECO (1200)

 NI orgs dissemination of invitation from : CHIC, NISPConnect, 
CTRIC, Invest NI, City Councils, Health Social Care Board, 
Universities 

9 SMEs

18 Experts

http://www.get-ehealth.eu/
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Expert 

preparation 

and Input 
Expert input Panellist preparation: 

Each expert was provided with briefing material on all SMEs in 
advance of the session.

Experts were asked to review and prepare early comments/ 

feedback which would be added to the feedback day.

- On the day, experts were asked to actively listen to pitches, 
provide written feedback to all and direct supportive 
feedback to their two selected SMEs

- All 9 SMEs received the opportunity to access experts for 
further follow up and support

- Following the session, each SME received  personalised  
documented feedback, based on the panellists notes.

- Contact through the ECHAlliance was made to proactively 
discuss progress and impact of the expert advice and their 
new knowledge. 

- All SMEs were provided  an opportunity to request further 
support and advice, some engaged with experts after the 
event 

- SMEs have been made aware if relevant future events 

- 6 out of the 9 SMEs reported that the advice received had 
supported them with their business model and all 9 reported 
learning as a consequence of the session. 

- Examples below:

“We have received constant 
feedback on the opportunity 
to go for the private market 
and this message came 
through again from our 
panelists. It is something we 
are now prioritising” 
Get funded SME

“The feedback is 

forcing me to look 

at the differentiators 

in our system and 

how we discuss 

those. “

GET on Track SME
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Interviews

Session format

Pitches (5 mins)

SMEs were asked to prepare and present three slides addressing the following 

questions that reflected the selection criteria:

1. eHealth solution, 2. Business Model, 3. Commercialisation Strategy

Expert preparation: Each expert was provided with detailed briefing material on 

2 SMEs in advance of the workshop including the solution, a business plan & their 

commercialisation strategy.  

Experts were asked to review this information before attending the day and 

provide overall advice on both the written information and the pitch presented.

Questions and advice with 2 Experts X 2 SMEs – 15 minutes each 

During the pitch process the experts used a pre-formatted feedback that 

reflected the selection criteria to assist the experts in providing the best 

feedback. See Appendix A for an example.

Following this a process was put into action whereby SMEs could access 4 

experts, two at a time for 15 minute slots to receive bespoke feedback. 

Subsequently, the SMEs were provided with a networking opportunity to speak 

to other experts or continue discussions underway.  
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Photos
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Generic 

Conclusions 

from the 

experts 

‘GET on track: SMEs do business in health’ was a focused and active 

session, providing a unique opportunity for SMEs to pitch their 

eHealth Solution, Business Model and Commercialisation Strategy  

to a panel of experts. Experts provided generic and bespoke 

advice to stimulate conversations about next steps for each of the 

SMES. 

SMEs heard about support and opportunities available to access the 

market in Northern Ireland and across Europe. The session also 

provided SMEs with unparalleled networking opportunities to create 

contacts and secure links for follow-up after the session. 

Following the workshop each SME  also benefitted from personalized 

feedback in writing on their plans and commercialisation strategy.

LESSONS GATHERED FROM EXPERTS AND SHARED WITH SMEs

1. Pitching.
It is important to pitch the product and concept quickly and concisely. The following top tips 
should be considered:
• Refine your idea - ensure you explain the problem you are trying to solve
• Shape your pitch - explain who the target market is aimed at and why.
• Start with their perspective - use the patient journey- see point 2
• Be clear about your business model 
• Evidence. What are the measures and outcomes – See point 3
( further lessons are presented on pitching on the next section of lessons

2. Use the patient journey.
• When pitching your product, tell the story of how the person or patient is currently 

receiving care and how it is now. Ensure you include the challenges of the current state.
• Then re-tell the story with the product implemented, explaining both the  impact and 

outcomes for patients and staff.

3. Measurement and Outcomes.
• How will you know the product of service has been a success?
• Ensure you have measures and outcomes highlighting the impact of the product. Think 

about the following areas:
• Population impact
• Patient care impact and patient outcomes
• Value for money- what is the efficiency gain and return on investment
• Patient experience.
• Staff experience
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Lesson 

Learned: 

Pitching

Following the session and pitches presented these steps 
were aggregated and agreed to provide SMEs with 
suggestions for developing and presenting an effective 
pitch. 

Step 1: Refine Your Idea
To present a good pitch, you must think about execution and delivery. 
Ensure you are able to answer some basic questions

Step 2: Shape Your Pitch
Assess the scope of your idea

Step 4: Make Three Pitches

Always prepare three versions of your pitch: 5 seconds, 30 seconds, 
and 5 minutes

Step 5: Test the Pitch
Ask others to pretend they are whomever it is you plan to pitch to, 
then go through your pitch, responding to their questions

Step 6: Deliver (a Pitch is a Performance)
Performing requires

Step 7: Learn from feedback
When listening to feedback really think about which points made and 
consider if you agree or disagree with them
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Feedback

This section of the report presents feedback 
from the 9 SMEs taking part in the ‘Get on Track 
service’.

Feedback Survey
An online feedback survey was issued to the 9 SMEs who 
participated in the GET on track: SMEs do business in health

- 100% of the SMEs completed the survey.
- 100% reported that the session had been useful where 

84% gave 5/5 for this element and 16% gave 3/5 or 4/5.
- 84% reported that feedback has supported their business 

modelling and approaches to take the work forward.

- See detailed feedback  on next few slides

“It helped us to keep focus on 
what is most important for us but 
also revealed some more of the 
challenges we will face. We keep 

going!”
Feedback Survey
SME

“

I just wanted to thank you for 
giving us the opportunity to 
present at yesterdays SME 
event. 

We have been invited by on of 
the experts to demo the system 
to his team, so this event has 
been very worthwhile for us, we 
got a lot from it in terms of 
advice and contacts.

Email Feedback by SME

Many thanks for yesterday 

- dynamic, 

challenging, 

stimulating. I'll 
keep you posted on 

progress.

Email feedback by SME

Follow up calls with 
SMEs
Subsequent follow up 
with SMEs has shown 
that the session in 
Northern Ireland has 
had immediate 
impact. 

The “GET Funded’ 
SMEs have already 
been invited to have 
further discussions with 
some of the expert 
panellists to take 
these conversations 
forward
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SME

Feedback:

What worked well?
Ratio of SMEs to experts, range of types of expert, scale of meeting - not too big and diluted. 

It was about the right length of time and room was very good, bright and spacious yet not 

overwhelming for a smallish group. 

The presentation! Down to the second. It seemed to be well received too.

Keeping everyone to 5 minutes! harsh but fair and a good lesson to help people improve the 

accuracy of their pitch.

The one on one sessions

The day was well structured, it could have lasted all day but the additional gain would have 

been marginal!

The individual feedback was very useful because they could give specific advice and 

feedback. 

Keeping presentation to a strict timeline, let things move along and keep people engaged.

I liked the 1-2-1 sessions

Networking with panellists.

The direct discussion & feedback at the end was very helpful and further opportunity for 

networking/ discussing ideas

The whole set up was excellent.  Just the right about of time set for the whole event including 

the SME slots and the feedback sessions with the key contacts afterwards were really well 

matched to each business type.

The feedback sessions worked very well, the questions and comments were thought provoking, 

we spent most of our time listening and this helped. Having to get everything across in 5 

minutes was a challenge, but a good one and worthwhile exercise

Through the use of an online form SMEs 

were asked to rate the workshop against 

set questions and feedback received 

stated: 
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SME

Feedback:

What key learning did you take away?
Enjoyed the table sessions with 2 experts - especially that the experts had a mix of business, investment, 

clinical, practitioner backgrounds but all know some aspects of connected health. 

Feedback is forcing me to look at the differentiators in our system and how we discuss those. The 

experience shows me that there is a market for our product in Northern Ireland and elsewhere.

We received some very positive feedback that gave us the reassurance that we are on the right track! In 

terms of developing the pitch, two areas we have looked to focus on are user case studies and 

economic benefit, and both these points came up as feedback from the panelists. While it was 

understood we had limited time to present it was useful nonetheless.

The importance of focusing on the private pay market was also highlighted and something we have 

heard on a number of occasions.

Great practice presenting and seeing other companies that are at different stages. Validation around 

some of the ideas and direction we are already working on.

3 Minutes not enough, never has been. With an application covering many facets. Possibly too many 

companies. There are certainly opportunities for use in NI similar to other jurisdictions. Need to be clear 

on cost in future presentation.

Benefits of referring to specific examples or case studies of product usage.

Focusing the Key Points of the Pitch to exactly what the audience need to hear. Identifying and getting 

important points across effectively as well as useful ideas on commercialisation

Got some useful feedback on my commercialization strategy and advice on using social return on 

investment for future pitches.

There are many things to consider as a new start but focus on the most important and don't be distracted 

by other very good ideas which may take you away from what is most important.

Through the use of an online form SMEs 

were asked to rate the workshop against 

set questions and feedback received 

stated: 
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SME

Feedback:

What key learning did you take away?
Enjoyed the table sessions with 2 experts - especially that the experts had a mix of business, investment, 

clinical, practitioner backgrounds but all know some aspects of connected health. 

Feedback is forcing me to look at the differentiators in our system and how we discuss those. The 

experience shows me that there is a market for our product in Northern Ireland and elsewhere.

We received some very positive feedback that gave us the reassurance that we are on the right track! In 

terms of developing the pitch, two areas we have looked to focus on are user case studies and 

economic benefit, and both these points came up as feedback from the panelists. While it was 

understood we had limited time to present it was useful nonetheless.

The importance of focusing on the private pay market was also highlighted and something we have 

heard on a number of occasions.

Great practice presenting and seeing other companies that are at different stages. Validation around 

some of the ideas and direction we are already working on.

3 Minutes not enough, never has been. With an application covering many facets. Possibly too many 

companies. There are certainly opportunities for use in NI similar to other jurisdictions. Need to be clear 

on cost in future presentation.

Benefits of referring to specific examples or case studies of product usage.

Focusing the Key Points of the Pitch to exactly what the audience need to hear. Identifying and getting 

important points across effectively as well as useful ideas on commercialisation

Got some useful feedback on my commercialization strategy and advice on using social return on 

investment for future pitches.

There are many things to consider as a new start but focus on the most important and don't be distracted 

by other very good ideas which may take you away from what is most important.

Through the use of an online form SMEs 

were asked to rate the workshop against 

set questions and feedback received 

stated: 
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SME

Feedback:

Did the session help you with your business model?

Yes but would have liked more time on that. There were some experts that I'd liked to have heard more 

comment from. It confirms my view that focusing too much on Trusts is a risk for my company, 

engaging more on societal challenges than specific national/regional structures would be better. It 

confirms that aspect. New business models may involve more players and not just one payer or 

provider and I hope that the experts are all open to such opportunities.

Yes - we still have a lot of work to do on the benefits that our system can deliver, but the past 4 years 

have shown that we cannot identify these on our own. 

It did. We have received constant feedback on the opportunity to go for the private market and this 

message came through again from our panellists. It is something we are now prioritising

Not really besides some feedback around thinking about making the target audience broader.

No, there was little or no feedback on the business model.

No, although the proposed and assumed business model that the company is using was not invalidated 

or adjusted as a result of conversation with the panellists.

Yes, the ideas were useful and great to get another opinion from someone outside the business.

Yes 100%.  The feedback has promoted us following this event to getting additional advice and 

assistance for our pricing/commercialization strategy.  

It helped us to keep focus on what is most important for us but also revealed some more of the 
challenges we will face. We keep going!

Through the use of an online form SMEs 

were asked to rate the workshop against 

set questions and feedback received 

stated: 
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SME

Feedback:

Is there anything you would you change for future 

workshops?

It would have been nice to have more opportunity to demo hands-on to experts. at the UKTI techUK

best mobile app competition, each company had a stand and demo time to judges before the actual 

3-4min pitches. Then judges can see what's real, working, engaging vs vapourware! 

Not really

Sharing of contact details by panellists and presenters alike. I appreciate panellists may not want to be 

bombarded after the event but the idea is to make new contacts and if you don't get to everyone in 

the room then at least you can always drop a note after looking for a follow up

Would have liked to do feedback with a couple more individuals. Also individuals that are involved in 

communities and organisations that are geographically more relevant.

More time for presenting with potential for Q&A. Who selected the tables, would it be possible for the 

companies to nominate a table and the organizers another.

I was quite happy with the setup & information provided

No nothing...except maybe bring the event to a Derry City location :)

Maybe pairing business with panellist a little better, although I am not sure how this would be possible, 

50% of the panellists we spoke to were very helpful.

Through the use of an online form SMEs 

were asked to rate the workshop against 

set questions and feedback received 

stated: 
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Appendix A

Expert comment sheet used by expert members on the day to collate bespoke 

feedback to each SME.  
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Bootcamp 

Business models and 

eHealth Innovation 

Routes @Luxemburg

[WP2 Get on track]
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Agenda

Name of the event

Bootcamp Luxembourg

Date

21th April 2015

Place

Luxexpo, 10, Circuit de la Foire Internationale, Luxembourg

Goals
At the end of this boot-camp the 

participants have:

• a clear vision on the improvement 

potential for their current business model

• insight in the most appropriate 

innovation route towards sustainable 

financing

• a strategy on how to convince the 

stakeholders involved

• a prepared and practiced pitch for the 

main stakeholder

Business Models for ICT innovations in Health Care 
and Innovations Routes in Health Care Systems

09.00 -17.00 Bootcamp session

• 09.00 Coffee, Welcome and expert 

introduction, Dr. Elles Gyaltsen-Lohuis, 

Hogeschool Windesheim

• Brief overview of the day followed by an 

introduction of the participants and 

their expectations.

http://www.windesheim.nl/
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Agenda

Name of the event

Bootcamp Luxembourg

Date

21th April 2015

Place

Luxexpo, 10, Circuit de la Foire Internationale, Luxembourg

• 09.30 Business Models
Interactive session on the STOF business model 
framework, a tried and tested framework for 
the development of viable business models 
for ICT services in health care. Including brief 
assignments to internalize the STOF framework 
and apply it to individual contexts.

- Coffee/Tea break -

• Interactive session on the eHix (eHealth 
innovation matrix) to identify the 

improvement potential for the current 
business model. The eHix is based on the STOF 
business model framework and tailored to 
innovation processes of ICT in health care. It 
contains a scan to determine the current 
status of the business model and tools to 

improve it.

• 12.30-13.30 Lunch and networking
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Agenda

Name of the event

Bootcamp Luxembourg

Date

21th April 2015

Place

Luxexpo, 10, Circuit de la Foire Internationale, Luxembourg

• 13.30  Innovation Routes
Interactive session to introduce innovation routes 
in health care systems. The approach is based on 
extensive research and has proven to be 
extremely useful for SME’s. Although based on 
the Dutch health care system, the approach is 
generalizable to the context of other European 
countries.

- Coffee/Tea break -

The team selects the most appropriate 

innovation route and identifies the main 
stakeholders involved. Followed by a short session 
to compare and discuss different European 
health care systems.

• 16.30  Wrap-up

Summary of main lessons learned. Have 

the expectations been met?
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Participants

• 7 SMEs/ 

Entrepreneurs

• 1 mentor

7 start-ups and entrepreneurs were invited to take part in the 

Get on track event

List of entrepreneurs and SMEs

• Glenn Lawyer Founder, Healthcast

• Maciej Kompf CDO , Metack

• Dirk Peek MD, CAW

• MATHIEU Azèle Manager, Lifetech.brussels

• N.M.C. Borst Chief of Theory, ACT Genomically

• Nuno Freitas CEO | Medical Director, MEDSIMLAB 

• Harris Lygidakis General practitioner and Owner

Entrepreneur/SME Web

Healthcast N/A

Metack http://metack.com

CAW N/A

Lifetech.brussels http://lifetechbrussels.com/

ACT Genomically act-genomically.com

MEDSIMLAB www.medsimlab.com

http://metack.com/
http://lifetechbrussels.com/
http://act-genomically.com/
http://www.medsimlab.com/
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Recruitment

The bootcamp was open to all SMEs and startups that 

wanted to participate. 

To recruit the participants, we used multiple mediachannels

and requested support from several partners and projects 

to promote the bootcamp amog their followers, members 

and participants. 

These partners were:

- ISfTeH, as organizer of the Med-e-Tel where we hosted 

the bootcamp

- European Commission relevant channels 

- F6S as the main startup channel

- ISfTeH through a member newsletter

- Stichting Digitalezorg.nl channels

We sent two E-Newsletter containing an article about the 

bootcamp. These were followed by an article on the GET 

website and several tweets. Also the information was 

posted in several relevant LinkedIn groups. 

Altogether 6 companies participated, originating out of The 

Netherlands, Spain and the UK. In total we received 9 

registrations, but 3 cancelled last minute. 

The recruitment 

was startup three 

months before the 

bootcamp, using 

the following 

channels: 

• E-Newsletter

• Website

• Twitter

• LinkedIn
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Methodology

Introduction

Brief overview of the day by workshop leader, followed by 

an introduction of the participants and an inventory of the 

expectations of the participants.

Business Models

Interactive session on the STOF business model framework 

with a 30 minute assignment for the participants to 

internalize the STOF framework and apply it to their 

business contexts.

Presentation of the STOF model by the participants and a 

joint discussion on the ‘weak links’ in their business 

organisation

Interactive session on the eHix (eHealth innovation matrix) 

to identify the improvement potential for the current 

business model with a 30 minute assignment for the 

participants to apply the eHix to their business and 

determine the current status of their business model.

Followed by a presentation of the participant’s business 

models and a joint discussion on the blind spots of the 

participants’ business model and solutions to strengthen the 

business model.

Innovation Routes

Interactive session to introduce innovation routes in health 

care systems 

Selection of the most appropriate innovation route for the 

participants and making a stake- holder analysis by the 

participants. 

Presentation of the stake-holder analysis and innovation 

route selected by the participants

Followed by a pitch session by the participants on their 

value-proposition (as requested by the participants in the 

afternoon)
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Feedback

Feedback via email

The models are really easy to apply and give great insight –

it showed us we still have a lot of work to do!

You have a very unique gift in your way of understanding 

things. I appreciate you sharing it with me, and would love 

to work more with you in the future

Thank you for your seminar. I found it very helpful, and 

appreciate the depth of your engagement.
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Conclusions

During the one day event the participants were asked to 

actively think about their solution, business model and the 

market they wanted to conquer. 

By doing so in a structured manner the participants gained 

valuable insight on how to create a successful proposition 

without having to later back to the drawing board now or in 

the near future. 

All of the participants gave positive feedback about the 

contents, some of them suggested that the next bootcamp

could use more hours or days to go more in-depth into 

individual cases. 

All in all a successful bootcamp. 
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Bootcamp 

Business models and 

eHealth Innovation 

Routes @Riga

[WP2 Get on track]
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Agenda

Name of the event

Bootcamp Riga

Date

11th May 2015

Place

International Exhibition Centre Kipsala, Riga, Latvia

Goals
At the end of this boot-camp the 

participants have:

• a clear vision on the improvement 

potential for their current business model

• insight in the most appropriate 

innovation route towards sustainable 

financing

• a strategy on how to convince the 

stakeholders involved

• a prepared and practiced pitch for the 

main stakeholder

Business Models for ICT innovations in Health Care 
and Innovations Routes in Health Care Systems

09.00 -17.00 Bootcamp session

• 09.00 Coffee, Welcome and expert 

introduction, Dr. Elles Gyaltsen-Lohuis, 

Hogeschool Windesheim

• Brief overview of the day followed by an 

introduction of the participants and 

their expectations.

http://www.windesheim.nl/
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Agenda

Name of the event

Bootcamp Luxembourg

Date

21th April 2015

Place

Luxexpo, 10, Circuit de la Foire Internationale, Luxembourg

• 09.30 Business Models
Interactive session on the STOF business model 
framework, a tried and tested framework for 
the development of viable business models 
for ICT services in health care. Including brief 
assignments to internalize the STOF framework 
and apply it to individual contexts.

- Coffee/Tea break -

• Interactive session on the eHix (eHealth 
innovation matrix) to identify the 

improvement potential for the current 
business model. The eHix is based on the STOF 
business model framework and tailored to 
innovation processes of ICT in health care. It 
contains a scan to determine the current 
status of the business model and tools to 

improve it.

• 12.30-13.30 Lunch and networking
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Agenda

Name of the event

Bootcamp Luxembourg

Date

21th April 2015

Place

Luxexpo, 10, Circuit de la Foire Internationale, Luxembourg

• 13.30  Innovation Routes
Interactive session to introduce innovation routes 
in health care systems. The approach is based on 
extensive research and has proven to be 
extremely useful for SME’s. Although based on 
the Dutch health care system, the approach is 
generalizable to the context of other European 
countries.

- Coffee/Tea break -

The team selects the most appropriate 

innovation route and identifies the main 
stakeholders involved. Followed by a short session 
to compare and discuss different European 
health care systems.

• 16.30  Wrap-up

Summary of main lessons learned. Have 

the expectations been met?
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Participants

• 9 SMEs/ 

Entrepreneurs

• 1 mentor

9 start-ups and entrepreneurs were invited to take part in the 

Get on track event

List of entrepreneurs and SMEs

Pablo Caballero Business Development Manager, Hygea Salud y 
Nutrición

Dave Watson Co-Founder, Trendalyze Decisions

Pablo Gagliardo Business Development Director, NeuroAtHome

Mark Roddy CEO Mind, Myths

Alvador Vera CEO, MYSPHERA

Piet Nelis COO Synappz, Medical Apps

Nicole Synappz, Medical Apps

Valentijn van Ekris, CEO, Betawerk

Adrian Ferrero CEO, AC-Gen Reading Life

Entrepreneur/SME Web

Hygea Salud y Nutrición www.vitadieta.es

Trendalyze Decisions www.trendalyze.com

NeuroAtHome www.neuroathome.com

MYSPHERA www.mysphera.com

Mind Myths N/A

Synappz Medical Apps www.synappz.nl

Betawerk www.betawerk.nl

AC-Gen Reading Life www.ac-gen.com

http://www.vitadieta.es/
http://www.trendalyze.com/
http://www.neuroathome.com/
http://www.mysphera.com/
http://www.synappz.nl/
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Recruitment

The bootcamp was open to all SMEs and startups that 

wanted to participate. 

To recruit the participants, we used multiple mediachannels

and requested support from several partners and projects 

to promote the bootcamp amog their followers, members 

and participants. 

These partners were:

- HIMSS Europe, as organizer of the eHealthWeek where we 

hosted the bootcamp

- European Commission relevant channels 

- F6S as the main startup channel

- ISfTeH through a member newsletter

- FICHE project

- Health 2.0 and ECHalliance channels

- Stichting Digitalezorg.nl channels

We sent two E-Newsletter containing an article about the 

bootcamp. These were followed by an article on the GET 

website and several tweets. Also the information was 

posted in several relevant LinkedIn groups. 

Altogether 8 companies participated, originating out of The 

Netherlands, Spain and the UK. 

The recruitment 

was startup three 

months before the 

bootcamp, using 

the following 

channels: 

• E-Newsletter

• Website

• Twitter

• LinkedIn
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Methodology

Introduction

Brief overview of the day by workshop leader, followed by 

an introduction of the participants and an inventory of the 

expectations of the participants.

Business Models

Interactive session on the STOF business model framework 

with a 30 minute assignment for the participants to 

internalize the STOF framework and apply it to their 

business contexts.

Presentation of the STOF model by the participants and a 

joint discussion on the ‘weak links’ in their business 

organisation

Interactive session on the eHix (eHealth innovation matrix) 

to identify the improvement potential for the current 

business model with a 30 minute assignment for the 

participants to apply the eHix to their business and 

determine the current status of their business model.

Followed by a presentation of the participant’s business 

models and a joint discussion on the blind spots of the 

participants’ business model and solutions to strengthen the 

business model.

Innovation Routes

Interactive session to introduce innovation routes in health 

care systems 

Selection of the most appropriate innovation route for the 

participants and making a stake- holder analysis by the 

participants. 

Presentation of the stake-holder analysis and innovation 

route selected by the participants

Followed by a pitch session by the participants on their 

value-proposition (as requested by the participants in the 

afternoon)
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Feedback

Feedback via email

The innovation routes are brilliant – I wish we had a map 

like this for my country!

The insights in how to create the value proposition through 

the eHix made me see what is lacking in my business model.

It is really valuable to discuss the business models, the 

different views give me something to think about.

I got the insight that I have to re-think my market… It’s not 

that easy.

I know where I still have to do work and the eHix confirmed 

that.
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Conclusions

During the one day event the participants were asked to 

actively think about their solution, business model and the 

market they wanted to conquer. 

By doing so in a structured manner the participants gained 

valuable insight on how to create a successful proposition 

without having to later back to the drawing board now or in 

the near future. 

All of the participants gave positive feedback about the 

contents, some of them suggested that the next bootcamp

could use more hours or days to go more in-depth into 

individual cases. Other mentioned the noisy background, 

which was because of the fact that the room was on the 

exihibitors floor and without a ceiling. 

All in all a successful bootcamp. 

The total group that attended eHealthWeek, including the participants

of the bootcamp. 
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Get on track Barcelona 

@  Health 2.0 Europe 

conference

[WP2 Get on track]
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Agenda

Name of the event

Business model clinic for eHealth start-ups

Date

19th May 2015

Place

Health 2.0 Europe conference , Sala Uno, Auditori AXA 

Convention Centre, Barcelona.

GET project organised the seventh event to support 

business model and commercialisation strategy of 

start-ups at Health 2.0 Europe conference in 

Barcelona

Schedule

• 2:00 pm Presenters arrive

• 2:15 Welcome & GET project services 

presentation

• 2:25pm - 3:45pm Startup pitches and 

feedback session

• 3:45pm - 4:30pm Networking coffee & 

snacks service 
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Participants

Company Presenter www-site

Jojnts Jakob Dahlberg
www.jojnts.com

QuickChart Christopher Dainton
www.quickchartmd.com

Aller-kit Co. Berta Garcia

www.allerkitco.weebly.

com

Medimsight
Javier G. González-

Zabaleta

www.medimsight.com

Medcubes Gernot Knes www.medcubes.com

Lumind Kevin Röhl
www.lumind.de

Hearthy Javier Blanco Thomas
www.hearthyapp.com

Sybod Sheyeen Liew
www.sybod.com

• 8 SMEs & 

Entrepreneurs

• 7 Business 

experts

• 1 Clinical

expert

• Audience 25-30

Eight start-ups and entrepreneurs were invited to
take part in the Get on track event on Health 2.0 
Europe conference. 

As the event was organised together with Health 2.0 
Europe conference we were able to get together a 
versatile combination of international participants. 
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Participants

• 8 SMEs & 

Entrepreneurs

• 7 Business 

experts

• 1 Clinical

expert

• Audience 25-30

Expert Panel

We were able to collect a very high-level exeprt panel to

coach the entrepeneurs with their business. Health 2.0 

Europe event brings together a big number of high level

experts and many of the experts visiting the conference

were willing to contribute to the clinic as an expert

panelist. 

List of experts

Name Type of moderator

Tom Albert 

Director Health Strategy, AXA 

Krankenversicherung AG (Germany) 

Liz Ashall-Payne

Outreach Co-ordinator, European

Connected Health Alliance (UK)

Richard Brady

Speciality Registrar of General Surgery & 

App Owner, Developer , 

ResearchActive.Com (UK)

Eddie Chan 

Global Head, Search & Evaluation, Sanofi 

(US) 

Vishal Gulati 
Venture Partner,  DFJEsprit Venture 

Capital (UK) 

Pascal Lardier International Director, Health 2.0 (France) 

Jim Phillips
Consultant (UK)

Klaus Stoeckerman

Managing Partner, Peppermint Venture 

Partners (Germany) 
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Recruitment

Promotion of the event and the selection of participants

The event was promoted European wide from the beginning

of April until the mid May via GET project partners networks

and contacts.  Health 2.0 Europe provided us strong support

also with the recruitement and we could promote the event

directly to the registered conference attendees. Finally we

received 16 applications from 10 different countries.  The 

selection of participants was based on following crtiteria: 

- Elevator pitch

- Description of the solution

- Team

- The market

- Business model

- Execution plan

The recruitment

was conducted on

April and May 2015 

through several

media:

• Mailing

• Web news

• Facebook

• Twitter
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Methodology

Concept

As we had to fit the event into a tight conference schedule

the event concept was more compact in Health 2.0 Europe

conference. The feedback session was also public after each

4 minutes pitch. 

The start-up clinic was an interactive feedback and coaching

session for eHealth startup entrepreneurs. We invited 8 

startups to pitch their business idea and business model. The

2 hour session was public and open to the conference

audience. Each entrepreneur had 4 minutes to pitch. After

each pitch 10 minutes was reserved for feedback from the

panelists and the conference audience. The role of 

panelists was to actively give feedback, ideas and new 

viewpoints how entrepreneurs can develop their business

model. After the pitching session all entrepreneurs and 

panelists had an opportunity to continues discussions and 

network over the coffee service.

Presentations

We asked entrepreneurs to cover these questions in their

pitch.

In 1 minute tell:

What problem do you solve?

In 3 minutes tell:

How do you make money?

What is your business model?

What is your customer and commercialization strategy?

What is your value proposition to a customer?

What your value proposition is based on?

What are the key drivers for your business?
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Conclusions

The feedback from the panelists and discussions focused on 
the challenges identified from each business model. One of 
the very key issues for the start up seemed to be choosing a 
right pricing strategy. Panelists emphasized the importance 
of defining the right price point to gain as large market as 
possible.

In some cases entrepreneur’s own valuation of their service 
seemed to be somehow different as what the experts saw 
potentially guite much higher value.  

Another, especially to consumer orientated applications 
challenge,  was how to differentiate from competitors. 
Entreprenurs typically see their solution significanly
different than very much similar competing solutions. As a 
conseguence not many of the start-ups entering consumer 
market had thought the role of branding or customer 
segmentation.  

The expert panelists with clinician background rose 
interesting discussion about the trade off between 
simplicity and usability when designing new applications.  
Developers need to balance on the the thin line where 
simplicity is king but limits functionality.  

One of the most interesting topics the panelists raised was  
the current ’status quo’ where health hardware 
manufactures are missing the much of the value of data 
produced with their machines. A couple of the start-ups 
were taking next steps on benefitting from the data 
produced by health hardware in hospitals. 

Some entrepreneurs got direct feedback that even if their 
application is innovative they should be more ambitious and 
take one more step further or find the ways how . 

Furthermore, not all entrepreneurs were aware of 
responsibility issues related to their eHealth application.  
This is a critical issue especially at international market 
when regulations vary from country to country.
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Pictures


